
A Theory of May Testing for AsynhronousCaluliwith Loality and No Name MathingPrasannaa Thati, Reza Ziaei, and Gul AghaUniversity of Illinois at Urbana-Champaignfthati,ziaei,aghag�uiu.eduAbstrat. We present a theory of may testing for asynhronous aluliwith loality and no name mathing. Loality is a non-interferene prop-erty that is ommon in systems based on objet-paradigm. Conurrentlanguages suh as Join and Pit disallow name mathing, whih is akin topointer omparison in imperative languages, to provide for an abstrat se-mantis that would allow useful program transformations. May testing iswidely aknowledged to be an e�etive notion for reasoning about safetyproperties. We provide a trae-based haraterization of may testing forversions of asynhronous �-alulus with loality and no name mathing,whih greatly simpli�es establishing equivalenes between proesses. Wealso exploit the haraterization to provide a omplete axiomatizationfor the �nitary fragment of the aluli.1 IntrodutionExperiene with applying the �-alulus [10℄ to distributed systems has shownthat it is neessary to make additional ontologial ommitments. Spei�ally,variants of �-alulus with asynhrony, loality, and absene of name mathinghave reeived wide attention reently [2, 4, 7, 9℄. Asynhronous message passingis more ommon in distributed systems than synhronous ommuniation thatis assumed primitive in the �-alulus. The disipline of loality, whih disallowsa proess from reeiving messages targeted to a name previously reeived by theproess, is typial in systems based on an objet paradigm [1℄. Name mathing isanalogous to pointer omparison in imperative languages; disallowing it enablesertain performane optimizations. In fat, name omparisons are disallowed byonurrent languages suh as Pit [12℄. In any ase, omparing names is rarelyuseful in programming; the behavior observed while ommuniating at a nameis all that matters and not the spei� name used for ommuniation. A variantof the �-alulus that embodies these three features is L� [9℄.We develop a theory of may testing for two subaluli of asynhronous �-alulus [3℄: one with only loality, alled L�=, and the other with both loalityand no name mathing, alled L�. May testing [11℄ is a spei� instane ofthe general notion of behavioral equivalene where two proesses are said to beequivalent if they have the same suess properties in all ontexts. A ontext in



may testing onsists of an observing proess that runs in parallel and interatswith the proess being tested, and suess is de�ned as the observer signaling aspeial event. The non-determinism in exeution may give rise to di�erent runs.A proess is said to pass a test proposed by an observer, if there exists a runthat leads to a suess. By viewing a suess as something bad happening, maytesting an be used for reasoning about safety properties.Beause the de�nition of may testing involves a universal quanti�ation overontexts, it is very diÆult to prove equivalenes diretly from the de�nition. Atypial approah to irumvent the problem, is to �nd an alternate harateri-zation of the equivalene, whih involves only the proesses being ompared. Weprovide an alternate haraterization of may testing in L�= and L�. The har-aterizations are trae based, and diretly build on the known haraterizationfor asynhronous �-alulus [3℄. In fat, we generalize the usual de�nition of maytesting to a parameterized version, where the parameter determines the set ofobservers that is used to deide the order.Our seond result is to provide omplete axiomatizations of �nitary L�=and L� (for proesses with no repliation). The axiomatizations highlight thedi�erenes that arise due to loality and lak of name mathing. In additionto laws that are true for asynhronous �-alulus, we obtain laws that are trueonly in the presene of loality and the absene of name mathing. Further, theinferene rules for parameterized may testing generalize the ones for the usualmay testing. Complete proofs of lemmas and theorems an be found in [13℄.2 The Calulus L�=We assume an in�nite set of names N , and let u; v; w; x; y; z; : : : range over N .The set of proesses, ranged over by P;Q;R, is de�ned by the following restrited�-alulus grammar.P := 0 j xy j x(y):P j P jP j (�x)P j [x = y℄P j !x(y):PThe name x is said to be the subjet of the output xy and the input x(y):P .The loality property is enfored by requiring that for every subterm of the formx(y):P , the bound name y does not our as the subjet of an input in P .For a tuple ~x, we denote the set of names ourring in ~x by f~xg. We write ~x; ~yfor the result of appending ~y to ~x. We let ẑ range over f;; fzgg. The term (�ẑ)Pis (�z)P if ẑ = fzg, and P otherwise. The funtions for free names, bound namesand names, fn(:), bn(:) and n(:), of a proess, and alpha equivalene on proessesare de�ned as usual. We use the usual de�nition and notational onvention forname substitutions, and let � range over them. Name substitution on proessesis de�ned modulo alpha equivalene with the usual renaming of bound namesto avoid aptures. We write P� and x� to denote the result of applying � to Pand x respetively.We use an early style labeled transition system for the operational seman-tis (see table 1). The transition system is de�ned modulo alpha-equivaleneon proesses in that alpha-equivalent proesses have the same transitions. The



INP: x(y):P xz�! Pfz=yg OUT: xy xy�! 0PAR: P1 ��! P 01P1jP2 ��! P 01jP2 bn(�) \ fn(P2) = ; COM: P1 xy�! P 01 P2 xy�! P 02P1jP2 ��! P 01jP 02RES: P ��! P 0(�y)P ��! (�y)P 0 y =2 n(�) OPEN: P xy�! P 0(�y)P x(y)�! P 0 x 6= yCLOSE: P1 x(y)�! P 01 P2 xy�! P 02P1jP2 ��! (�y)(P 01jP 02) y =2 fn(P2)REP: P j!P ��! P 0!P ��! P 0 MATCH: P ��! P 0[x = x℄P ��! P 0Table 1. An early style labeled transition system for L�=.symmetri versions of COM, CLOSE, and PAR are not shown. Transition labels,whih are also alled ations, an be of �ve forms: � (a silent ation), xy (freeoutput of a message with target x and ontent y), x(y) (bound output), xy (freeinput of a message) and x(y) (bound input). The relation x(y)�! is de�ned by theadditional rule P x(y)�! Q if P xy�! Q and y =2 fn(P ). We denote the set of allvisible (non-�) ations by L, let � range over L, and let � range over all theations. The funtions fn(:); bn(:) and n(:) are de�ned on L the usual way. As auniform notation for free and bound ations we adopt the following onventionfrom [3℄: (;)xy = xy, (fyg)xy = x(y), and similarly for input ations. We de�nea omplementation funtion on L as (ŷ)xy = (ŷ)xy, (ŷ)xy = (ŷ)xy.We let s; r; t range over L�. The funtions fn(:); bn(:) and n(:) are extended toL� the obvious way. Complementation on L is extended to L� the obvious way.Alpha equivalene over traes is de�ned as expeted, and alpha-equivalent traesare not distinguished. From now on, only normal traes s 2 L� that satisfy thefollowing hygiene ondition are onsidered: if s = s1:�:s2, then (n(s1)[ fn(�))\bn(�:s2) = ;. For an ation � and a set of traes S we de�ne �:S = f�:sjs 2 Sg.We use =) to denote the reexive transitive losure of ��!, and �=) todenote =) ��!=). For s = l:s0 we use P s�! Q to denote P l�! s0�! Q, andsimilarly P s=) Q to denote P l=) s0=) Q. We write P s=) if P s=) Q for someQ, and similarly for P s�! and P ��!. We say P exhibits the trae s if P s=).We now instantiate the testing framework [5℄ on L�=. In fat, by extendingthe notion of loality, we onsider a generalized version of may testing thatsupports enapsulation. We de�ne a parameterized may preorder <��, where onlyobservers that do not listen on names in � are used to deide the order. The set ofnames � an be interpreted as being \owned" by the proess being tested, in thatany testing ontext is assumed to have only the apability of sending messagesto these names. The reader may note that <�; is the usual may preorder.



(L1) s1:(ŷ)s2 � s1:(ŷ)xy:s2 if (ŷ)s2 6= ?(L2) s1:(ŷ)(�:xy:s2) � s1:(ŷ)xy:�:s2 if (ŷ)(�:xy:s2) 6= ?(L3) s1:(ŷ)s2 � s1:(ŷ)xy:xy:s2 if (ŷ)s2 6= ?(L4) s1:xw:(s2fw=yg) � s1:x(y):s2Table 2. A preorder relation on traes.De�nition 1 (may testing). Observers are proesses that an emit a speialmessage ��. We let O range over the set of observers. We say O aepts a traes if O s:��=). For P;O, we say P may O if P jO ��=). Let rp(P ) be the set of allfree names in P that our as the subjet of an input in P . For any given � wesay P <�� Q if for every O suh that rp(O)\� = ;, P may O implies Q may O.We say P '� Q if P <�� Q and Q <�� P . Note that <�� is reexive and transitive,and '� is an equivalene relation. utThe larger the parameter of a preorder, the smaller the observer set that isused to deide the order. Hene if �1 � �2, we have P <��1 Q implies P <��2 Q.However, P <��2 Q need not imply P <��1 Q. For instane, 0 'fxg xx, but only0 <�; xx and xx =<�; 0. Similarly, xx 'fx;yg yy, but xx =<�; yy and yy =<�; xx.However, P <��2 Q implies P <��1 Q if fn(P ) [ fn(Q) � �1.Theorem 1. Let �1 � �2. Then P <��1 Q implies P <��2 Q. Further, if fn(P )[fn(Q) � �1 then P <��2 Q implies P <��1 Q. utWe now build on the trae-based haraterization of may testing for asyn-hronous �-alulus presented in [3℄ to obtain a haraterization of may testingin L�=. We note that L�= is a proper subalulus of the alulus in [3℄, i.e.every L�= term is also an asynhronous �-alulus term, and the transition sys-tems of the two aluli math on the ommon terms. Following is a summaryof the alternate haraterization of may testing in asynhronous �-alulus. Toavoid in�nitary branhing, a transition system with synhronous inputs insteadof asynhronous inputs is used. To aount for asynhrony, the trae semantisis modi�ed using a trae preorder � that is de�ned as the reexive transitivelosure of the laws shown in table 2. The notation (ŷ)� is extended to traes asfollows. (ŷ)s = 8>><>>:s if ŷ = ; or y 62 fn(s)s1:x(y):s2 if ŷ = fyg and there are s1; s2; x s.t.s = s1:xy:s2 and y 62 fn(s1) [ fxg? otherwiseThe may preorder <�; in asynhronous �-alulus is then haraterized as: P <�;Q if and only if P s=) implies Q r=) for some r � s.The intuition behind the preorder is that if an observer aepts a trae s, thenit also aepts any trae r � s. Laws L1-L3 apture asynhrony, and L4 aptures



the inability to mismath names. Laws L1 and L2 state that an observer annotfore inputs on the proess being tested. Sine outputs are asynhronous, theations following an output in a trae exhibited by an observer need not beausally dependent on the output. Hene the observer's outputs an be delayeduntil a ausally dependent ation (L2 ), or dropped if there are no suh ations(L1 ). Law L3 states that an observer an onsume its own outputs unless thereare subsequent ations that depend on the output. Law L4 states that withoutmismath an observer annot disriminate bound names from free names, andhene an reeive any name in plae of a bound name. The intuition behind thetrae preorder is formalized in the following lemma. We note that, sine L�= isa subalulus of asynhronous �-alulus, the lemma also holds for L�=.Lemma 1. If P s=), then r � s implies P r=). utMay testing in L�= is weaker than in asynhronous �-alulus. This is be-ause the loality property redues the number of observers that an be used totest proesses. For example, the following two proesses are distinguishable inasynhronous �-alulus but equivalent in L�=.P = (�x)(!x(z):0jxxjyx) Q = (�x)(!x(z):0jyx)The observer O = y(z):z(w):�� an distinguish P and Q in asynhronous �-alulus, but is not a valid L�= term as it violates loality. In fat, no L�= terman distinguish P and Q, beause the message xx is not observable.To aount for loality we need to onsider only the traes that orrespondto interation between L�= proesses. Note that the transition system does notby itself aount for loality. For instane, in ase of the example above, we haveP yx�! xx�! although the message xx is not observable. To ounter this de�ieny,we de�ne the notion of well-formed traes.De�nition 2. For a set of names � and trae s we de�ne rp(�; s) indutivelyasrp(�; �) = � rp(�; s:(ŷ)xy) = rp(�; s) rp(�; s:(ŷ)xy) = rp(�; s) [ ŷWe say s is �-well-formed if s = s1:(ŷ)xy:s2 implies x =2 rp(�; s1). We say s iswell-formed if it is ;-well-formed. utOnly �-well-formed traes orrespond to an interation between a proessand an L�= observer O suh that rp(O) \ � = ;. We are now ready to give thealternate haraterization of <�� in L�=.De�nition 3. We say P �� Q, if for every �-well-formed trae s, P s=) im-plies there is r � s suh that Q r=). utTo prove the haraterization, we de�ne an observer O(s) for a well-formedtrae s, suh that P may O(s) implies P r=) for some r � s. This onstrutionis the same as the one used for asynhronous �-alulus [3℄.



De�nition 4 (anonial observer). For a trae s, we de�ne O(s) as follows:O(�) def= �� O((ŷ)xy:t) def= (�ŷ)(xyjO(t))O(x(y):t) def= x(y):O(t) O(xy:s) def= x(u):[u = y℄O(s) u fresh utNote that well-formedness of s guarantees that O(s) is an L�= term. Further-more, it is easy to show that if s is �-well-formed, then rp(O(s)) \ � = ;. Sinethe anonial observer onstrutions math and L�= is a subalulus of asyn-hronous �-alulus, the following lemma proved for asynhronous �-alulus [3℄,also holds in L�=.Lemma 2. For a well-formed trae s, O(s) r:��=) implies r � s. utTheorem 2 proves the equivalene of <�� and�� in L�=. The proof is similarto that of Theorem 3 in Setion 3.Lemma 3. Let � be a set of names where rp(O) \ � = ;. Then P jO ��=) anbe unzipped into P s=) and O s:��=) for some s that is �-well-formed. utTheorem 2. P <�� Q if and only if P �� Q. ut3 The Calulus L�We now investigate the e�et of lak of name mathing apability. The rules intable 1 exept the MATCH rule, onstitute the transition system for L�.The lak of name mathing apability further weakens may testing equiva-lene. For example, the proesses (�u)(xujxu) and (�u; v)(xujxv) are equivalentin L�, but not in L�=. For the alternate haraterization of P <�� Q, it is toostringent to require that for any trae s that P exhibits, Q exhibits a singletrae r suh that any observer aepting s also aepts r. In fat, there existL� proesses P and Q suh that P <�� Q, and if P exhibits s, then Q exhibitsdi�erent traes to satisfy di�erent observers that aept s. For instane, letP = xu1jyu1ju1(w):ww whih an exhibit s = xu1:yu1:u1(w):ww. The followingL� observers aept s.O1 = (�w)(x(u):y(v):uwjw(v):��)O2 = (�w)(x(u):y(v):vwjw(v):��)O3 = (�w)(x(u):y(v):u1wjw(v):��)O4 = (�w)(x(u):y(v):(vvjuu) j u1(z):u1(z):u1w j w(v):��)Now, the proess Q = (�v)(v(z):v(z0):(xzjyz0)jvu1jvu2j !u2(z):u1z j u1(w):ww)an satisfyO1 with r1 = xu1:yu2:u1(w):ww O2 with r2 = xu2:yu1:u1(w):wwO3 with r1 or r2, and O4 with r4 = xu1:yu2:u2u2:u1u2:u1(w):ww



but annot exhibit a single trae that an satisfy all four observers. In fat, itis the ase that P <�; Q. Intuitively, although unlike P , Q always exports twodi�erent names at x and y, for eah possible dataow pattern of the reeivednames inside an observer that P satis�es, Q exhibits a orresponding trae thatan lead the observer to a suess.For the alternate haraterization, we de�ne templates whih are a speialkind of traes that an be used to represent dataows in an observer. A templateis a trae in whih all outputs are bound. The binding relation between argu-ments of outputs and their subsequent free ourrenes, represents the relevantdependenies between the output argument that is reeived by an observer andits subsequent use in the observer's omputation. For a trae s and set of names�, we de�ne a set T (s; �) that has a template for eah possible dataow in aomputation O s:��=) with rp(O) \ � = ;. Further, if t represents the dataow ina omputation O s:��=), then it will be the ase that O t:��=). Thus, if an observeraepts a trae s, then it also aepts a template in T (s; �). This template on-strution essentially aptures the e�et of lak of math operator. We will showthat P <�� Q if and only if for every �-well-formed trae s that P exhibits andfor eah t 2 T (s; �), Q exhibits some r � t.Following is an informal desription of how the set T (s; �) an be obtained.Due to the lak of name mathing apability, an observer annot fully disrim-inate between free inputs. Therefore, a proess an satisfy an observer O thatexhibits O s:��=), by replaing free input arguments in s with any name as long asit is able to aount for hanges to the subsequent omputation steps that de-pend on the replaed name. Spei�ally, suppose O s:��=) abbreviates the followingomputation: O s1=) O0 xy�! O1 �1�! O2 �2�! � � �On �n�! ���!Beause of the loality property, the name y reeived in the input may be usedonly in output terms of O1. We all suh ourrenes of y as dependent on theinput. During subsequent omputation, these output terms may appear eitheras an output ation or are onsumed internally. In the latter ase, y may bethe target of the internal ommuniation, or the argument whih in turn maygenerate further output terms with dependent ourrenes of y. Therefore, O ando the following omputation when y in the input is replaed with an arbitraryname w: O s1=) O0 (ŵ)xw�! O1 1�! O2 2�! � � �On n�! ���!where i is obtained from �i as follows. If �i is an output ation, then i isobtained from �i by substituting dependent ourrenes of y with w. If �i is aninternal delivery of a message yz with target y being a dependent ourrene,there are two possibilities. If z is a private name, then i = w(z):yz and thesubsequent bound output �j (j > i) that exports z for the �rst time (if any), ishanged to a free output. If z is not a private name, then i = wz0:yz0, where z0



is w when z is a dependent ourrene of y and z otherwise. For all other ases,i = �i. Note that, if w is fresh, the input of w ould be a bound input.Clearly, any omputation obtained by repeated appliation of the above on-strution an be performed by O. In partiular, if we always replae free inputswith bound inputs, we will eventually obtain a omputation in whih all inputsare bound and the onstrution an not be applied any further. Let O t:��=) ab-breviate a omputation thus obtained. The trae t is a template that expliitlyrepresents all dependenies between reeived names (bound input arguments)and subsequent omputation steps (subsequent free ourrenes of the argu-ment). The set T (s; �) onsists of all the templates that an be obtained bythis onstrution starting from arbitrary omputations of the form O s:��=) withrp(O) \ � = ;.We now formalize the ideas presented above, leading to a diret indutivede�nition of T (s; �). Let O s1=) xy�! O1 s2=) ���! We �rst onsider the simple asewhere y =2 rp(O1). Due to loality, in the omputation following input xy, thereannot be an internal message delivery with y as the target. Therefore, the fol-lowing omputation is possible. O s1=)(ŵ)xw�! O01 s02=) ���! where s02 is obtained froms2 by renaming dependent ourrenes of y in output ations to w. Spei�ally,it does not involve exposing internal ations that use dependent ourrenes ofy. When the omputation steps above are not known, all we an say about s02is that it is obtained from s2 by renaming some ourrenes of y. Similarly, O01is obtained from O1 by renaming some ourrenes of y in output terms. Theserelations are formalized in De�nition 5 and Lemma 4.De�nition 5 (random output substitution). For � = f~u=~vg we de�ne ran-dom output substitution (from now on just random substitution) on proess P ,denoted by P [�℄, modulo alpha equivalene as follows. We assume bn(P )\f~vg =fn(P )� \ bn(P ) = ;. For a name x we de�ne x[�℄ = fx; x�g.0[�℄ = f0g (x(y):P )[�℄ = fx(y):P 0 j P 0 2 P [�℄g(xy)[�℄ = fx0y0 j x0 2 x[�℄; y0 2 y[�℄g (P jQ)[�℄ = fP 0jQ0 j P 0 2 P [�℄; Q0 2 Q[�℄g((�x)P )[�℄ = f(�x)P 0 j P 0 2 P [�℄g (!x(y):P )[�℄ = f!x(y):P 0 j P 0 2 P [�℄gRandom substitution on traes is de�ned modulo equivalene as follows. We as-sume bn(s) \ f~vg = fn(s)� \ bn(s) = ;.�[�℄ = f�g ((ŷ)xy:s)[�℄ = f(ŷ)xy:s0js0 2 s[�℄g(x(y):s)[�℄ = fx0(y):s0jx0 2 x[�℄; s0 2 s[�℄g(xy:s)[�℄ = fx0y0:s0jx0 2 x[�℄; y0 2 y[�℄; s0 2 s[�℄gWe will use [~u=~v℄ as a short form for [f~u=~vg℄. utLemma 4. If P s=), P 0 2 P [w=y℄, and y =2 rp(P ), then P 0 s0=) for somes0 2 s[w=y℄. utNow, suppose y 2 rp(O1). Then, in the omputation O s1=) xy�! O1 s2=) ���!ertain internal transitions may involve a message with a dependent ourrene of



y as the target. Then, the following omputation whih exposes suh transitionsis also possible O s1=)(ŵ)xw�! O01 s02=) ���! where s02 is obtained from s2 by notonly renaming all dependent ourrenes of y in output transitions to w, butalso exposing eah internal message delivery with a dependent ourrene of yas the message target. If the omputation steps are not known, we an only says02 is obtained from some r 2 s2[w=y℄ by exposing arbitrary number of internaltransitions at any point in r. The relation between s2 and s02 is formalized inDe�nition 6 and Lemma 5. To aount for the situation where an exposed pairof ations (ẑ)wz:yz export a private name z, we need the following funtion ontraes. [ŷ℄s = 8>><>>:s if ŷ = ; or y 62 n(s)s1:xy:s2 if ŷ = fyg and there are s1; s2; x s.t.s = s1:x(y):s2 and y 62 n(s1) [ fxg? otherwiseDe�nition 6. For a trae s and a pair of names w; y, the set F (s; w; y) is thesmallest set losed under the following rules:1. � 2 F (�; w; y)2. (v̂)uv:s0 2 F ((v̂)uv:s; w; y) if s0 2 F (s; w; y)3. (v̂)uv:s0 2 F ((v̂)uv:s; w; y) if s0 2 F (s; w; y)4. (ẑ)wz:yz:[ẑ℄s0 2 F (s; w; y) if s0 2 F (s; w; y) and [ẑ℄s0 6= ?Note that s 2 F (s; w; y). For a set of traes S, we de�ne F (S;w; y) = [s2SF (s; w; y).utLemma 5. If P s=) and P 0 2 P [w=y℄, then P 0 s0=) for some s0 2 F (s[w=y℄; w; y).utFor a trae s and a set of names �, we say s is �-normal, if s is normal and� \ bn(s) = ;. Now, let O be an arbitrary observer suh that rp(O) \ � = ;.Suppose O s1=) xy�! O1 s2=) ���!where s1:xy:s2 is �-normal. If y 2 � or y is the argument of a bound input ins1, then by loality y =2 rp(O1). Otherwise, sine O is arbitrary, it is possiblethat y 2 rp(O1). From this observation, we have that for an arbitrary observerO suh that rp(O) \ � = ;, if O aepts the �-normal trae s1:xy:s2, thenO also aepts s1:(ŵ)xw:s02 where w is an arbitrary name and s02 2 s2[w=y℄ ify 2 � or y is the argument of a bound output in s1, and s02 2 F (s2[w=y℄; w; y)otherwise. T (s; �) is preisely the set of all traes with no free outputs, that anbe obtained by repeated appliation of this reasoning. T (s; �) is formally de�nedin De�nition 7.De�nition 7. For a trae s and a set of names �, the set of templates T (s; �)is de�ned modulo alpha equivalene as follows. We assume that s is �-normal.1. � 2 T (�; �).



2. (ŷ)xy:s0 2 T ((ŷ)xy:s; �) if s0 2 T (s; �)3. x(y):s0 2 T (x(y):s; �) if s0 2 T (s; � [ fyg)4. x(w):s0 2 T (xy:s; �) if w fresh, s0 2 T (s00; � [ fwg); ands00 2 � s[w=y℄ if y 2 �F (s[w=y℄; w; y) if y =2 �The reader may hek that if t 2 T (s; �), then s � t using only L3 and L4. utLemma 6. If P s=) and � \ rp(P ) = ;, then there is t 2 T (s; �) suh thatP t=). utLemma 7 states that template onstrution in De�nition 7 preserves �-well-formedness.Lemma 7. If s is �-well-formed then every t 2 T (s; �) is �-well-formed. utWe are now ready to give the alternate haraterization of <�� in L�.De�nition 8. We say P �� Q if for every �-well-formed trae s, P s=) impliesfor eah t 2 T (s; �) there is r � t suh that Q r=). utFor t 2 T (s; �), where s is a �-well-formed trae, let O(t) be the anonialobserver as de�ned in De�nition 4. By Lemma 7, sine s is �-well-formed t isalso �-well-formed. Hene O(t) satis�es the loality property, and rp(O(t)) \� = ;. Further, sine t is a template, the ase t = xy:t0 does not arise in theonstrution of the observer. Hene O(t) is an L� term. Sine L� is a subalulusof asynhronous �-alulus, Lemma 1 holds for L�. Further, sine the anonialobserver onstrution is unhanged, the following lemma (whih is a weakerversion of Lemma 2) holds for L�.Lemma 8. For t 2 T (s; �), where s is a �-well-formed trae, O(t) r:��=) impliesr � t. utLemma 3 holds for L� with formally the same proof. Now, we are ready toprove that �� is an alternate haraterization of <��.Theorem 3. P <�� Q if and only if P �� Q.Proof. (if) Let P �� Q and P may O for an observer O suh that rp(O)\ � =;. From P may O we have P jO ��=). By Lemma 3, this omputation an beunzipped into P s=) and O s:��=) for some �-well-formed trae s. From Lemma 1and 6 we dedue there is a t0 2 T (s:��; �) suh that r0 � t0 implies O r0=).It is easy to show that t0 2 T (s:��; �) implies t0 = t:�� for some t 2 T (s; �).From P �� Q, there is a trae r � t suh that Q r=). Moreover, r � t impliesr:�� � t:�� = t0. Therefore, O r:��=). We an zip this with Q r=) to obtainQjO ��=), whih means Q may O.



(only if): Let P <�� Q and P s=) where s is �-well-formed. We have toshow for every t 2 T (s; �) there is a trae r � t suh that Q r=). It is easyto show that if t 2 T (s; �), then O(t) s:��=). This an be zipped with P s=) toget P jO(t) ��=), that is P may O(t). From P <�� Q, we have Q may O(t) andtherefore QjO(t) ��=). This an be unzipped into Q r=) and O(t) r:��=). FromLemma 8, it follows that r � t. utFor �nitary proesses we an obtain a simpler haraterization based on amodi�ed version of De�nition 7 as given below.De�nition 9. For a trae s and a set of names �, the set Tf (s; �) is de�nedindutively using the �rst three rules of De�nition 7 and the following two.4 x(w):s0 2 Tf (xy:s; �) if y 2 �; w fresh, s0 2 Tf (s00; �[fwg); and s00 2 s[w=y℄5 xy:s0 2 Tf (xy:s; �) if y =2 �; and, s0 2 Tf (s; �) utThe main di�erene from De�nition 7 is that output arguments y that are notin � are not onverted to bound arguments. Aording to rule 4 of De�nition 7,suh onversions introdue arbitrary number of pairs of input/output ations.But, sine the length of traes that a �nite proess an exhibit is bounded,the only way the proess an exhibit a trae r � t for eah of the resultingtemplates, is by emitting the same name y, so that L4 and L3 an be applied toannihilate some of these input/output pairs. The following lemma helps formalizethis observation.Lemma 9. For a trae s, a set of names �, and a pre�xed losed set R of traeswith bounded length, if for every t 2 T (s; �) there exists r 2 R suh that r � t,then for every tf 2 Tf (s; �) there exists r 2 R suh that r � tf . utUsing this lemma, we an show that for �nitary proesses we an use Tf (s; �)in De�nition 8 instead of T (s; �). The resulting haraterization is equivalentto the earlier one for the following reason. Suppose P s=) implies, for everyt 2 T (s; �), there exists r � t suh that Q r=). Then, let R be the set of alltraes that Q exhibits. Note that R is pre�x losed. Further, sine Q is �nite,there is a bound on the length of traes in R. By Lemma 9, for every tf 2 Tf (s; �),there exists r � tf suh that Q r=). Conversely, suppose P s=) implies that forevery t 2 Tf (s; �) there exists r � t suh that Q r=). It is easy to verify thatfor every t 2 T (s; �) there exists a tf 2 Tf (s; �) suh that tf � t, where therelation an be derived using only L3 and L4. From transitivity of �, it followsthat P s=) implies for every t 2 T (s; �) there exists r � t suh that Q r=).4 An Axiomatization of Finitary L�= and L�We �rst give a sound and omplete proof system for <�� for the �nitary fragmentof L�, i.e. for L� proesses that do not use repliation. A simple adaptation of



the proof system gives us one for �nitary L�=. The proof system onsists of thelaws given in table 3 and the rules for reexivity and transitivity. For a �niteindex set I , we use the maro Pi2I Pi to denote, (�u)((ji2Iu(u):Pi)juu) for ufresh if I 6= ;, and 0 otherwise. For an index set that is a singleton, we omit I andsimply writePP instead ofPi2I P . We let the variable G range over proessesof form Pi2I Pi. We write Pi2I Pi +Pj2J Pj to denote Pk2I℄J Pk. We writev as a shorthand for v;, and = for =;. Random input substitution on proessesP [w=y℄i is de�ned similar to random output substitution (De�nition 5), exeptthat only the ourrenes of y at the subjet of input pre�xes in P are randomlysubstituted with w.I1 if P v� Q and rp(R) \ � = ;, then (�x)P v��fxg (�x)Q, P jR v� QjR.I2 if for eah z 2 fn(P;Q) Pfz=yg v� Qfz=yg then x(y):P v� x(y):QI3 if for eah i 2 I Pi v�Pj2J Qij thenPi2I Pi v�Pi2I;j2J QijI4 if �1 � �2 and P v�1 Q then P v�2 Q.A1 G+G = G A3 P j0 = P A5 (P jQ)jR = P j(QjR)A2 G v G+G0 A4 P jQ = QjPA6 Let G =Pi2I �i:Pi and G0 =Pj2J �0j :P 0j where eah�i (resp. �0j) does not bind free names of G0 (resp. G). ThenGjG0 =Pi2I �i:(PijG0) +Pj2J �0j :(GjP 0j )A7 (�x)(Pi2I Pi) =Pi2I(�x)PiA8 (�x)(P jQ) = P j(�x)Q x =2 n(P )A9 (�x)(xyj�:P ) = �:(�x)(xyjP ) x =2 n(�)A10 (�x)(xyjx(z):P ) = (�x)(Pfy=zg)A11 (�x)(y(z):P ) = � y(z):(�x)P if x 6= y; x 6= z0 if x = yA12 xyjPi2I Pi =Pi2I(xyjPi) I 6= ;A13 �:Pi2I Pi =Pi2I �:Pi I 6= ;A14 P =PPA15 x(y):(uvjP ) v uvjx(y):P y 6= u; y 6= vA16 Pfy=zg v xyjx(z):PA17 x(u):y(v):P v y(v):x(u):P u 6= y; u 6= vA18 x(y):(xyjP ) v P y =2 n(P )A19 (�x)P v Pfy=xgA20 If x 2 �, w 6= x and w 6= y, thenxyjz(w):P v�P z(w):(xyjP ) +P z(w):P +PQ, where Q = �Pfy=wg if x = z0 otherwiseA21 xyjP v� (�w)(xwjPP 02P [w=y℄i P 0) w fresh, y 2 �.Table 3. Inferene rules and axioms for L�.



While axioms A1 to A19 all hold in asynhronous �-alulus [3℄, axioms A20and A21 are unique to L�. A20 aptures the fat that a message targeted to aname that an environment is prohibited from listening to, annot esape to theenvironment. The axiom states that there are only two ways suh a message anbe handled in the next transition step: it an be onsumed internally or delayedfor later. The axiom also aounts for delaying the message forever by inludingdropping of the message as one of the possibilities. As an appliation of thisaxiom, if x 2 �, we an prove xy v� 0 as follows. For w fresh,xy v� xyj(�w)(w(w):0) (A3 ;A11 ; I1 )v� (�w)(xyjw(w):0) (A8 )v� (�w)(Pw(w):0 +Pw(w):xy +P 0) (A20 ; I1 )v� P(�w)(w(w):0) +P(�w)w(w):xy +P(�w)0 (A7 )v� 0 (A1 ;A11 ;A14 ; I3 )Axiom A21 aptures the e�et of lak of math operator. It is diretly moti-vated from rule 4 of De�nition 9 for template onstrution.The inferene rules extend the rules for asynhronous �-alulus to handleparameterization of the may preorder. In fat, the rules for asynhronous �-alulus presented in [3℄ an be obtained by setting � = ; in I1, I2 and I3. I4 is anew rule that is motivated by Theorem 1. We make a few remarks about I1 whihis signi�antly di�erent from its analogue for asynhronous �-alulus. First,using xy vfxg 0 (proved above) and I1, we get (�x)xy v (�x)0, and by axiomA19 we have (�x)0 v 0. Therefore, (�x)xy v 0. Note the use of the ability toontrat the parameter � of the may preorder after applying a restrition. Seond,the following example illustrates the neessity of the side ondition rp(R)\� = ;for omposition: xy <�fxg 0 but not xyjx(y):yy <�fxg x(y):yy, for the LHS ansatisfy the observer y(u):�� and the RHS an not.The soundness of rules I1-I4 an be easily proved diretly from De�nition 1.We only show the argument for I1, whih is given in Lemma 10. Soundness ofaxioms A1-A21 is easy to hek. For A1-A19, whenever P v Q, we have P s=),implies Q r=) suh that r � s. For A20, both LHS and RHS exhibit the same�-well-formed traes. Proof of soundness of axiom A21 is more involved, and isestablished in Lemma 10. The reader an verify that A20 and A21 would also besound as equalities. For instane, the onverse of A21 an be shown using A19,A1, and I1.Lemma 10.1. If P <�� Q and rp(R) \ � = ;, then (�x)P <���fxg (�x)Q, P jR <�� QjR.2. For y 2 � and w fresh, xyjP <�� (�w)(xwjPP 02P [w=y℄i P 0). utWe prove that the laws presented onstitute a omplete proof system for�nite proesses, i.e. for �nite proesses P;Q, P v� Q if P <�� Q. Inspired by thealternate haraterization, the proof relies on existene of anonial forms forproesses.



De�nition 10. If s is a template, then we all s a otemplate. Thus, a otem-plate is a trae with no free inputs. If s is well-formed, we say s is owell-formed.1. For a owell-formed otemplate s, the proess e(s) is de�ned indutively asfollows. e(�) def= 0 e(xy:s0) def= xyje(s0)e(x(y):s0) def= (�y)(xyje(s0)) e(x(y):s0) def= x(y):e(s0)Note that owell-formedness of s implies that e(s) is an L� term. From nowon we follow the onvention that whenever we write e(s) it is impliit that sis a owell-formed otemplate.2. The proess Ps2S e(s), for a set of traes S, is said to be in anonial form.utThe proof of ompleteness relies on the following four lemmas. The �rstlemma states that every proess has an equivalent anonial form.Lemma 11. For a proess P there is a anonial form C suh that P = C. utLemma 12. (1) If e(s) r=), then e(r) v e(s). (2) If s � r then e(r) v e(s). utThe proofs of the two lemmas above are formally the same as the proofsof the orresponding lemmas for asynhronous �-alulus [3℄. This is beause,the proofs of P = C and e(r) v e(s) onstruted using the proof system of [3℄,an be transformed into proofs in our proof system. This laim is justi�ed bythe following three observations. First, every L� term is also an asynhronous�-alulus term. Seond, starting from L� terms, every term that appears in theproofs of [3℄ is also an L� term. (Note that any summation that appears is �niteand an be interpreted as our maro.) Finally, every axiom and inferene ruleused in their proof is derivable in our proof system.Lemma 13. Let R ontain all the owell-formed otemplates r suh that e(s) r=)and r is �-well-formed. Then e(s) v� Pr2R e(r). utLemma 14. e(s) v� Pt2Tf (s;�) e(t). utNote that the summations in the two lemmas above are �nite beause R andTf (s; �) are �nite modulo alpha equivalene. For instane, �niteness of R is adiret onsequene of the following two observations. For every r 2 R, we havefn(r) � fn(e(s)), and sine e(s) is a �nite proess, the length of traes in R isbounded. We are now ready to establish the ompleteness of the proof system.Theorem 4. For �nite L� proesses P;Q and a set of names �, P v� Q if andonly if P <�� Q.



Proof. The only-if part follows from the soundness of laws in table 3. We provethe if part. By Lemma 11 and soundness of the proof system, without loss ofgenerality, we an assume that both P and Q are in anonial form, i.e. P isof form Ps2S1 e(s) and Q is of form Ps2S2 e(s). Using Lemma 13, and lawsI3, A1, we get P v� Pr2R e(r), where R is the set of �-well-formed owell-formed otemplates that P exhibits. Using Lemma 14 and laws I3, A1, we havePr2R e(r) v� Pt2T e(t), where T = [r2RTf (r; �). Note that sine every r 2 Ris a otemplate, so is every t 2 T . Let t 2 T . Then t 2 Tf (r; �) for some �-well-formed r that P exhibits. Using the haraterization of may preorder based onTf (r; �), we have P <�� Q implies there is s0 � t suh that Q s0=). It follows thatfor some s 2 S2, e(s) s0=). Sine Q s0=), by loality, s0 is owell-formed. From thefats that s0 � t and t is a otemplate, it follows that s0 is a otemplate. Thenby Lemma 12.2 and law I4, e(t) v� e(s0). Further, by Lemma 12.1 and law I4,e(s0) v� e(s). Hene by transitivity of v�, we have e(t) v� e(s). Sine t 2 T isarbitrary, using laws I3, A1, and A2, we dedue Pt2T e(t) v� Ps2S2 e(s). Theresult follows from transitivity of v�. utWe obtain a omplete proof system for L�= by dropping axiom A21 andadding the following two for the math operator: [x = x℄P = P , and [x = y℄P = 0if x 6= y. Completeness of the resulting proof system an be established by simplemodi�ations to the proofs above.5 Related WorkWe have provided an alternate haraterization of a parameterized version ofmay testing for asynhronous variants of �-alulus with loality and no namemathing. We have exploited the haraterizations to obtain omplete axioma-tizations of the may preorder for �nitary fragments of the aluli. Our resultsextend the ones obtained by Boreale, De Niola, and Pugliese for asynhronous�-alulus [3℄. We now ompare our work with other related researh.Hennessy and Rathke [6℄ study typed versions of three behavioral equiva-lenes, namely may and must equivalenes, and barbed ongruene in a typed�-alulus where the type system allows names to be tagged with input/outputapabilities. In the typed alulus, one an express proesses that seletivelydistribute di�erent apabilities on names. The loality property is a speial asein whih only the output apability on names an be passed. A novel labeledtransition system is de�ned over on�gurations whih are proess terms withtwo typed environments, one that onstrains the proess and the other the envi-ronment. It is shown that the standard de�nitions of trae and aeptane sets[5℄ de�ned over the new transition system haraterize may and must preordersrespetively. In omparison to our work, the typed alulus of Hennessy andRathke is synhronous and is equipped with name mathing, whereas L�= isasynhronous, and L� is asynhronous with no name mathing. Further, L�=has no apability types and hene we obtain a simpler haraterization of maytesting for it, whih is based on the usual early style labeled transition system.



Finally, we have also a given an axiomatization of may testing, whih is notpursued by Hennessy and Rathke.There have been extensive investigations of bisimulation-based behavioralequivalenes on L� and related variants of �-alulus, whih are properly on-tained in may testing whih is trae based. Merro and Sangiorgi [9℄ investigatebarbed ongruene in L�, and show that a variant of asynhronous early bisim-ulation provides an alternate haraterization for the ongruene. Boreale andSangiorgi [4℄ study typed barbed equivalene for typed (synhronous) �-aluluswith apability types and no name mathing, and show that the equivalene isharaterized by a typed variant of bisimulation. Merro [8℄ haraterizes barbedongruene in the more restrited setting of asynhronous �-alulus with noname mathing (no apability types, and no loality in partiular). He de�nessynonymous bisimulation and shows that it haraterizes barbed ongruene inthis setting.Referenes[1℄ G. Agha. Ators: A Model of Conurrent Computation in Distributed Systems.MIT Press, 1986.[2℄ R. Amadio, I.Castellani, and D. Sangiorgi. On Bisimulations for Asynhronous�-Calulus. In Proeedings of CONCUR '96. Springer-Verlag, 1996. LNCS 1119.[3℄ M. Boreale, R. De Niola, and R. Pugliese. Trae and testing equivalene onasynhronous proesses, 2002.[4℄ Mihele Boreale and D. Sangiorgi. Bisimulation in Name Passing Caluli withoutMathing. Proeedings of LICS, 1998.[5℄ M. Hennessy. Algebrai Theory of Proesses. MIT Press, 1988.[6℄ Matthew Hennessy and Julian Rathke. Typed behavioral equivalenes for pro-esses in the presene of subtyping. Tehnial report, University of Sussex, Com-puter Siene, Marh 2001.[7℄ K. Honda and M. Tokoro. An Objet Calulus for Asynhronous Communiation.In Fifth European Conferene on Objet-Oriented Programming, July 1991. LNCS512, 1991.[8℄ M. Merro. On equators in asynhronous name-passing aluli without mathing.Eletroni Notes in Theoretial Computer Siene, 27, 1999.[9℄ M. Merro and D. Sangiorgi. On Asynhrony in Name-Passing Caluli. In Pro-eeding of ICALP '98. Springer-Verlag, 1998. LNCS 1443.[10℄ R. Milner, J. Parrow, and D. Walker. A alulus of mobile proesses (Parts I andII). Information and Computation, 100:1{77, 1992.[11℄ R. De Niola and M. Hennesy. Testing equivalene for proesses. In TheoretialComputer Siene, volume 34, pages 83{133, 1984.[12℄ B. C. Piere and D. N. Turner. Pit: A programming Language Based on the�-Calulus. Tehnial Report CSCI-476, Indiana University, Marh 1997.[13℄ Prasanna Thati, Reza Ziaei, and Gul Agha. A theory of may testing forasynhronous aluli with loality and no name mathing. Tehnial ReportUIUCDCS-R-2002-2277, University of Illinois at Urbana Champaign, May 2002.



A AppendixThe strutural ongruene relation on L� proesses � is the smallest ongruenethat is losed under the following rules.1. P j0 � P , P jQ � QjP , and P j(QjR) � (P jQ)jR2. (�x)0 � 0, (�x)(�y)P � (�y)(�x)P , and P j(�x)Q � (�x)(P jQ) if x =2 fn(P ).3. !P � P j!P .It is the ase that struturally ongruent proesses have the same transitions,i.e. if P ��! Q, P � P 0 and Q � Q0 then P 0 ��! Q0. Strutural ongruene rulesfor L�= ontain the additional rule: [x = x℄P � P .Proof of Theorem 1: Let P <��1 Q. Suppose P may O and rp(O) \ �2 = ;.Sine �1 � �2, we have rp(O)\�1 = ;. Then sine P <��1 Q, we have Q may O.Hene P <��2 Q.Let fn(P )[ fn(Q) � �1 and P <��2 Q. Suppose P may O and rp(O)\�1 = ;.We have to show Q may O. Let f~xg = rp(O). Then, we have rp((�~x)O) = ;.Sine fn(P ) \ f~xg = ;, we have P j(�~x)O � (�~x)(P jO). From this, RES rule,and P jO ��=), we dedue P j(�~x)O ��=), i.e. P may (�~x)O. Now, sine P <��2 Qwe have Q may (�~x)O. From fn(Q) \ f~xg = ; we have (�~x)(QjO) � Qj(�~x)O.It follows that (�~x)(QjO) ��=), and hene QjO ��=). 2Lemma 15. Let P s=). Then s = s1:(ŷ)xy:s2 implies x 2 rp(rp(P ); s1).Proof: Suppose P s1=) P1 (ŷ)xy�! P2 s2=). We observe that P1 (ŷ)xy�! if and only ifx 2 rp(P1). So we are done if we show that rp(P1) � rp(rp(P ); s1). This anshown by a simple indution on s using the loality property. 2Proof of Lemma 3: The sequene P jO ��=) an be unzipped into P s=) andO s:��=) for some trae s. While unzipping, we an hoose bound names suhthat bn(s) \ rp(O) = ;. To show that s is �-well-formed, we show that if s =s1:(ŷ)xy:s2, then x =2 rp(�; s1). By applying Lemma 15 to O s:��=) we deduethat x 2 rp(rp(O); s1). If x 2 rp(O), then x =2 rp(�; s1) beause �\ rp(O) =bn(s1) \ rp(O) = ;. If x =2 rp(O), then x must be the bound argument of anoutput in s1, whih again implies x =2 rp(�; s1). Therefore, s is �-well-formed.2Lemma 16. If P 00 2 P0[w=y℄, then1. P0 (v̂)uv�! P1 and w =2 v̂ implies there is P 01 2 P1[w=y℄ suh that P 00 (v̂)uv�! P 01.2. P0 (v̂)uv�! P1 and w 62 v̂ implies there is P 01 2 P1[w=y℄ suh that P 00 ��! P 01where for some u0 2 u[w=y℄ and v0 2 v[w=y℄� = �u0v0 if v̂ = ;u0(v) otherwise



3. P0 ��! P1 implies one of the following;(a) There is P 01 2 P1[w=y℄ suh that P 00 ��! P 01.(b) P1 � (�ẑ)Q, w; y =2 ẑ, and there is P 01 2 Q[w=y℄ suh that P 00 (ẑ)wz:yz�! P 01.Proof of Lemma 16.1: Sine we work modulo alpha equivalene on proess,without loss of generality we may assume the hygiene ondition w; y =2 bn(P0).The proof is by indution on the derivation of P0 (v̂)uv�! P1. For the base ase, wehave P0 = u(z):Q, P1 = Qfv=zg, the last derivation step is an appliation of INPrule, and v̂\ fn(P0) = ;. By hygiene ondition z 6= w; y. Let P 00 2 P0[w=y℄. ThenP 00 = u(z):Q0 for some Q0 2 Q[w=y℄. By INP rule we have, u(z):Q0 uv�! Q0fv=zg.Sine w =2 v̂ it follows that u(z):Q0 (v̂)uv�! Q0fv=zg. Now, sine z 6= w; y, we haveQ0fv=zg 2 Qfv=zg[w=y℄ and the lemma follows.For the indution step, there are three ases.1. P0 = Q0jR, P1 = Q1jR, and the last derivation step is an appliation ofPAR rule: PAR: Q0 (v̂)uv�! Q1Q0jR (v̂)uv�! Q1jR v̂ \ fn(R) = ;Then P 00 = Q00jR0 for some Q00 2 Q0[w=y℄ and R0 2 R[w=y℄. By indutionhypothesis we have Q00 (v̂)uv�! Q01 for some Q01 2 Q1[w=y℄. From w =2 v̂ andv̂\fn(R) = ;we dedue v̂\fn(R0) = ;. Then by PAR rule we haveQ00jR0 (v̂)uv�!Q01jR0, and the lemma follows from the fat that Q01jR0 2 P1[w=y℄.2. P0 = (�z)Q0, P1 = (�z)Q1 and the last derivation step is an appliation ofRES rule: RES: Q0 (v̂)uv�! Q1(�z)Q0 (v̂)uv�! (�z)Q1 z =2 fu; vgBy the hygiene ondition, we have z 6= w; y. Then P 00 = (�z)Q00 for someQ00 2 Q0[w=y℄. By indution hypothesis, Q00 (v̂)uv�! Q01 for some Q01 2 Q1[w=y℄.Then by RES rule we have (�z)Q00 (v̂)uv�! (�z)Q01, and the lemma follows fromthe fat that (�z)Q01 2 P1[w=y℄.3. P0 =!Q0, P1 = Q1 and the last derivation step is an appliation of REP rule:REP: Q0j!Q0 (v̂)uv�! Q1!Q0 (v̂)uv�! Q1Then P 00 =!Q00 for some Q00 2 Q0[w=y℄. Sine Q00j!Q00 2 (Q0j!Q0)[w=y℄, byindution hypothesis we have Q00j!Q00 (v̂)uv�! Q01 for some Q01 2 Q1[w=y℄. Thenby REP rule we have !Q00 (v̂)uv�! Q01, and the lemma follows. 2Proof of Lemma 16.2: Sine we work modulo alpha equivalene on proess,without loss of generality we may assume the hygiene ondition w; y =2 bn(P0).



The proof is by indution on the derivation of P0 (v̂)uv�! P1. There are two baseases.1. P0 = uv, P1 = 0 and the last derivation step is an appliation of OUT rule.OUT: uv uv�! 0Then P 00 = u0v0 for some u0 2 u[w=y℄ and v0 2 v[w=y℄. By OUT rule we haveu0v0 u0v0�! 0, and the lemma follows.2. P0 = (�v)Q0, P1 = Q1 and the last derivation step is an appliation ofOPEN rule. OPEN: Q0 uv�! Q1(�v)Q0 u(v)�! Q1 u 6= vBy hygiene ondition, we have v 6= w; y. Then P 00 = (�v)Q00 for some Q00 2Q0[w=y℄. By indution hypothesis Q00 u0v0�! Q01 for some u0 2 u[w=y℄, v0 2v[w=y℄, and Q01 2 Q1[w=y℄. Further, sine y 6= v we have v0 = v, and sinew 6= v we have u0 6= v. Then by RES rule we have (�v)Q00 u0(v)�! Q01, and thelemma follows.For the indution step there are three ases.1. P0 = Q0jR, P1 = Q1jR, and the last derivation step is an appliation ofPAR rule. PAR: Q0 (v̂)uv�! Q1Q0jR (v̂)uv�! Q1jR v̂ \ fn(R) = ;Then P 00 = Q00jR0 for some Q00 2 Q0[w=y℄ and R0 2 R[w=y℄. By indutionhypothesis, Q00 ��! Q01 for some Q01 2 Q1[w=y℄ and � as stated in thelemma. We have bn(�) = v̂. From w =2 v̂ and v̂ \ fn(R) = ; we deduebn(�) \ fn(R0) = ;. Then by PAR rule Q00jR0 ��! Q01jR0, and the lemmafollows from the fat that Q01jR0 2 P1[w=y℄.2. P0 = (�z)Q0, P1 = (�z)Q1, and the last derivation step is an appliation ofRES rule: RES: Q0 (v̂)uv�! Q1(�z)Q0 (v̂)uv�! (�z)Q1 z 6= u; vBy hygiene ondition we have z 6= w; y. Then P 00 = (�z)Q00 for some Q00 2Q0[w=y℄. By indution hypothesis, Q00 ��! Q01 for some Q01 2 Q1[w=y℄ and� as stated in the lemma. Further sine z =2 fw; y; u; vg we have z =2 n(�).Then by RES rule we have (�z)Q00 ��! (�z)Q01, and the lemma follows fromthe fat that (�z)Q01 2 P1[w=y℄.3. P0 =!Q0, P1 = Q1 and the last derivation step is an appliation of REP rule:REP: Q0j!Q0 (v̂)uv�! Q1!Q0 (v̂)uv�! Q1



Then P 00 =!Q00 for some Q00 2 Q0[w=y℄. Sine Q00j!Q00 2 (Q0j!Q0)[w=y℄, byindution hypothesis we have Q00j!Q00 ��! Q01 for some Q01 2 Q1[w=y℄ and� as stated in the lemma. Then by REP rule we have !Q00 ��! Q01, and thelemma follows. 2Proof of Lemma 16.3: Sine we work modulo alpha equivalene on pro-ess, without loss of generality we may assume the hygiene ondition w; y =2bn(P0; P1). The proof is by indution on derivation of P0 ��! P1. There are twobase ases depending on the last derivation step.1. P0 = Q0jR0, P1 = Q1jR1 and the last derivation step isCOM: Q0 uv�! Q1 R0 uv�! R1Q0jR0 ��! Q1jR1Then P 00 = Q00jR00 for someQ00 2 Q0[w=y℄ andR00 2 R0[w=y℄. By Lemma 16.2,Q00 u0v0�! Q01 for some Q01 2 Q1[w=y℄, u0 2 u[w=y℄ and v0 2 v[w=y℄. There aretwo subases.(a) u0 = u: Sine random substitution on proesses does not hange inputpre�xes, it follows that R00 uv0�! R01, R01 2 R1[w=y℄. Using COM we haveQ00jR00 ��! Q01jR01. Then ondition 1 of lemma holds with P 01 = Q01jR01.(b) u0 = w: Then u = y. Sine random substitution on proesses does nothange input pre�xes, it follows that R00 yv0�! R01, R01 2 R1[w=y℄. Then byPAR rule we have P 00 = Q00jR00 wv0�! Q01jR00 yv0�! Q01jR01. Then ondition 2of lemma holds with z = v0 and ẑ = ;, Q = Q1jR1, and P 01 = Q01jR01.2. P0 = Q0jR0, P1 = (�v)(Q1jR1) and the last derivation step isCLOSE: Q0 u(v)�! Q1 R0 uv�! R1Q0jR0 ��! (�v)(Q1jR1) v =2 fn(R0)Then P 00 = Q00jR00 for some Q00 2 Q0[w=y℄ and R00 2 R0[w=y℄. By hygieneondition v 6= w; y. Then by Lemma 16.2, we have Q00 u0(v)�! Q01 for someQ01 2 Q1[w=y℄ and u0 2 u[w=y℄. There are two subases.(a) u0 = u: Sine random substitution on proesses does not hange inputpre�xes, it follows that R00 uv�! R01, R01 2 R1[w=y℄. From v 6= w; y andv =2 fn(R0) we dedue v =2 fn(R00). Using COM we have Q00jR00 ��!(�v)(Q01jR01). Then ondition 1 of lemma holds with P 01 = (�v)(Q01jR01).(b) u0 = w: Then u = y. Sine random substitution on proesses does nothange input pre�xes, it follows that R00 yv�! R01, R01 2 R1[w=y℄. Fromv 6= w; y and v =2 fn(R0) we dedue v =2 fn(R00). Then by PAR rule wehave P 00 = Q00jR00 w(v)�! Q01jR00 yv�! Q01jR01. Then ondition 2 of the lemmaholds with z = v and ẑ = fvg, Q = Q1jR1, and P 01 = Q01jR01.



For the indution step, there are three ases.1. P0 = Q0jR, P1 = Q1jR, and the last derivation step is an appliation ofPAR rule: PAR: Q0 ��! Q1Q0jR ��! Q1jRThen P 00 = Q00jR0 for some Q00 2 Q0[w=y℄ and R0 2 R[w=y℄. By indutionhypothesis we have two ases.(a) Q00 ��! Q01 for some Q01 2 Q1[w=y℄. Then by PAR rule, P 00 = Q00jR0 ��!Q01jR0 and ondition 1 of the lemma holds with P 01 = Q01jR0.(b) Q1 � (�ẑ)S, w; y =2 ẑ, Q00 (ẑ)wz:yz�! S0 for some S0 2 S[w=y℄. Withoutloss of generality we may assume ẑ \ fn(R) = ;. Then P1 � (�ẑ)(SjR),and ẑ \ fn(R0) = ;. Then by PAR rule P 00 = Q00jR0 (ẑ)wz:yz�! S0jR0. Thenondition 2 of the lemma holds.2. P0 = (�v)Q0, P1 = (�v)Q1 and the last derivation step is an appliation ofRES rule: RES: Q0 ��! Q1(�v)Q0 ��! (�v)Q1By hygiene ondition, we have v 6= w; y. Then P 00 = (�v)Q00 for some Q00 2Q0[w=y℄. By indution hypothesis we have two ases.(a) Q00 ��! Q01 for some Q01 2 Q1[w=y℄. Then by RES rule, (�v)Q00 ��!(�v)Q01 and ondition 1 of the lemma holds with P 01 = (�v)Q01.(b) Q1 � (�ẑ)S, w; y =2 ẑ, Q00 (ẑ)wz:yz�! S0 for some S0 2 S[w=y℄. Without lossof generality we may assume v =2 ẑ. There are two subases:{ v = z. Then ẑ = ;. Then byOPEN rule P 00 � (�v)Q00 w(v):yv�! S0. Thenondition 2 of the lemma holds with z = v, ẑ = fvg, P1 � (�v)S andP 01 = S0.{ v 6= z: Then by RES rule P 00 � (�v)Q00 (ẑ)wz:yz�! (�v)S0. Then ondi-tion 2 of the lemma holds with P1 � (�ẑ)(�v)S and P 01 = (�v)S0.3. The ase where the last derivation step is an appliation of REP rule isstraightforward. 2Proof of Lemma 4: Sine we work modulo alpha equivalene on traes we anassume the hygiene ondition bn(s) \ fw; yg = ;. Proof is by indution on thenumber of steps in the transition sequene abbreviated by P s=). The base aseis obvious by letting s0 = � and the fat that � 2 �[w=y℄. For the indution step,suppose P s=) an be written as P ��! P1 r=). There are three ases dependingon �:1. P (v̂)uv�! P1: Due to loality, rp(P1) � rp(P ). By Lemma 16.1, P 0 (v̂)uv�! P 01for some P 01 2 P1[w=y℄. Let �0 = (v̂)uv.



2. P (v̂)uv�! P1: We have rp(P1) � rp(P )[ v̂. Sine by hygiene ondition y =2 v̂,we have y =2 rp(P1). By Lemma 16.2, P 0 �0�! P 01 for some P 01 2 P1[w=y℄ and�0 is � as stated in Lemma 16.2.3. P ��! P1: By loality y =2 rp(P1). Now, we apply Lemma 16.3. Fromy =2 rp(P ) and P 0 2 P [w=y℄ we dedue y =2 rp(P 0). It follows that only the�rst ase of Lemma 16.3 applies, beause in the seond ase y is used as thesubjet of an input ation whih implies y 2 rp(P 0). Therefore, P 0 ��! P 01for some P 01 2 P1[w=y℄.In all ases, y =2 rp(P1). Then by indution hypothesis, P 01 r0=) where r0 2r[w=y℄. The result follows from the observation that in ases 1 and 2, �0:r0 2(�:r)[w=y℄, and in ase 3, r0 2 r[w=y℄ = s[w=y℄. 2Proof of Lemma 5: Sine we work modulo alpha equivalene on traes wean assume bn(s) \ fw; yg = ;. Proof is by indution on the number of stepsin transition sequene P s=). The base ase is obvious with s0 = � beause� 2 F (�[w=y℄; w; y). For the indution step, suppose P s=) an be written asP ��! P1 r=). We have three ases:1. P (v̂)uv�! P1: Sine w =2 v̂, by Lemma 16.1, there is P 01 2 P1[w=y℄ suh thatP 0 (v̂)uv�! P 01. By indution hypothesis P 01 r0=) for some r0 2 F (r[w=y℄; w; y).By letting s0 = (v̂)uv:r0, we have s0 2 F ((v̂)uv:r[w=y℄; w; y) = F (s[w=y℄; w; y)and the lemma follows.2. P (v̂)uv�! P1: Sine w =2 v̂, by Lemma 16.2, there is P 01 2 P1[w=y℄ suh thatP 0 ��! P 01 where for some u0 2 u[w=y℄ and v0 2 v[w=y℄� = �u0v0 if v̂ = ;u0(v) otherwiseBy indution hypothesis P 01 r0=) for some r0 2 F (r[w=y℄; w; y). By lettings0 = �:r0, we have s0 2 F (�:r[w=y℄; w; y) = F (s[w=y℄; w; y) and the lemmafollows.3. P ��! P1: Then r = s. By Lemma 16.3 we have two ases:(a) There is P 01 2 P1[w=y℄ suh that P 0 ��! P 01. By indution hypothesis,P 01 s0=) for some s0 2 F (s[w=y℄; w; y). The lemma follows from P 0 s0=).(b) P1 � (�ẑ)Q1, w; y =2 ẑ, and there is P 01 2 Q1[w=y℄ suh that P 0 (ẑ)wz�! yz�!P 01. From w; y =2 ẑ we have (�ẑ)P 01 2 ((�ẑ)Q1)[w=y℄. By indution hy-pothesis, (�ẑ)P 01 s00=) for some s00 2 F (s[w=y℄; w; y). It is easy to showthat P 01 [ẑ℄s00=). The lemma follows from (ẑ)wz:yz:[ẑ℄s00 2 F (s[w=y℄; w; y)and P 0 (ẑ)wz�! yz�![ẑ℄s00=). 2



Lemma 17. If P xy�! P1 and w =2 fn(P ), then there is P 01 2 P1[w=y℄ suh thatP x(w)�! P 01.Proof: Sine we work modulo alpha equivalene on proesses, without loss ofgenerality we may assume the hygiene ondition w =2 bn(P ). The proof is byindution on the derivation of P xy�! P1. For the base ase, we have P = x(z):Q,P1 = Qfy=zg, and the last derivation step is an appliation of INP rule. Then, byINP rule and w =2 fn(P ), we have x(z):Q x(w)�! Qfw=zg. Furthermore, by loality,z ours only in output terms in Qfw=zg. Therefore, Qfw=zg 2 Qfy=zg[w=y℄,from whih the lemma follows.For the indution step, there are three ases.1. P = QjR, P1 = Q1jR, and the last derivation step is an appliation of PARrule: PAR: Q xy�! Q1QjR xy�! Q1jRFrom w =2 fn(P ), it follows that w =2 fn(Q) and w =2 fn(R). Sine w =2 fn(Q),by indution hypothesis we have Q x(w)�! Q01 for some Q01 2 Q1[w=y℄. Then,sine w =2 fn(R), by PAR rule we have QjR x(w)�! Q01jR. By letting P 01 = Q01jR,the lemma follows from Q01jR 2 P1[w=y℄.2. P = (�z)Q, P1 = (�z)Q1 and the last derivation step is an appliation ofRES rule: RES: Q xy�! Q1(�z)Q xy�! (�z)Q1 z =2 fx; ygBy hygiene ondition w 6= z and hene w =2 fn(Q). Then by indution hypoth-esis, Q x(w)�! Q01 for some Q01 2 Q1[w=y℄. Now, sine z =2 fx;wg, by RES rulewe have (�z)Q x(w)�! (�z)Q01, and the lemma follows from (�z)Q01 2 P1[w=y℄.3. P =!Q, P1 = Q1 and the last derivation step is an appliation of REP rule:REP: Qj!Q xy�! Q1!Q xy�! Q1Sine w =2 fn(Qj!Q), by indution hypothesis, Qj!Q x(w)�! Q01 for some Q01 2Q1[w=y℄. Then by REP rule we have !Q x(w)�! Q01, and the lemma follows. 2Proof of Lemma 6: Sine we work modulo alpha equivalene on traes, we as-sume s is �-normal. The proof is by indution on the number of � transitions andthe number of steps in the transition sequene P s=) ordered lexiographially.Base ase is easy with t = �. For the indution step, we an write P ��! P1 r=).Now, there are four ases based on �.1. � = � : By loality, rp(P1) � rp(P ), and hene � \ rp(P1) = ;. Further,r = s and the lemma follows from indution hypothesis.



2. � = (ŷ)xy : From �-normality of s, we have ŷ \ � = ;. Sine rp(P1) �rp(P ) [ ŷ, we have � \ rp(P1) = ;. Now, r is �-normal and by indutionhypothesis, there exists r0 2 T (r; �) suh that P1 r0=). The lemma followsfrom (ŷ)xy:r0 2 T (s; �).3. � = x(y) : By loality, (� [ fyg) \ rp(P1) = ;. Furthermore, r is (� [ fyg)-normal. By indution hypothesis, there exists r0 2 T (r; � [ fyg) suh thatP1 r0=). The lemma follows from x(y):r0 2 T (s; �).4. � = xy : Let w be fresh, that is w =2 fn(P ) [ n(s) [ �. By Lemma 17, thereis P 01 2 P1[w=y℄ suh that P x(w)�! P 01. Beause of loality, rp(P 01) � rp(P )and therefore (� [ fwg) \ rp(P 01) = ;. We have two subases:{ y 2 �: Then y =2 rp(P ) and by loality y =2 rp(P1). Then by Lemma 4,P 01 r00=) for some r00 2 r[w=y℄. From the proof of Lemma 4, it is learthat the omputation P 01 r00=) has the same number of � transitions andomputation steps as P1 r=).{ y =2 �: Then by Lemma 5, P 01 r00=) for some r00 2 F (r[w=y℄; w; y). Fromthe proof of Lemma 5, it is lear that if the number of � transitions inP 01 r00=) is not less than that in P1 r=), then both omputations haveexatly the same number of steps.In either ase, without loss of generality we may assume r00 is (� [ fwg)-normal. Then by indution hypothesis, P 01 r0=) for some r0 2 T (r00; �[ fwg).The lemma follows from x(w):r0 2 T (s; �). 2Lemma 18. Let s be �-well-formed. Then for y =2 � all traes in F (s; x; y) are�-well-formed.Proof: Let r 2 F (s; x; y). We prove by indution on the derivation of r, thatr is �-well-formed. The base ase where r = � 2 F (�; x; y) is obvious. For theindution step there are three ases one for eah rule of De�nition 6.1. s = (v̂)uv:s0, r = (v̂)uv:r0 and r0 2 F (s0; x; y). Suppose r = (v̂)uv:r1:(ŵ)zw:r2.Now, s0 is �-well-formed, and by indution hypothesis r0 is �-well-formed.Then we have z =2 rp(r1; �) = rp((v̂)uv:r1; �). Hene r is �-well-formed.2. s = (v̂)uv:s0, r = (v̂)uv:r0 and r0 2 F (s0; x; y). Suppose r = (v̂)uv:r1:(ŵ)zw:r2.Now, s0 is (� [ v̂)-well-formed. Then by indution hypothesis r0 is (� [ v̂)-well-formed. Then z =2 rp(r1; � [ v̂) = rp((v̂)uv:r1; �). Further, sine s is�-well-formed, u =2 �. Hene r is �-well-formed.3. r = (ŵ)xw:yw:[ŵ℄r0, for some r0 2 F (s; x; y). Let r = (ŵ)xw:yw:[ŵ℄(r1:(v̂)uv:r2).Sine [ŵ℄r0 6= ?, we have r = (ŵ)xw:yw:([ŵ℄r1):(v̂)uv:r02 for some r02. Now,by indution hypothesis r0 is �-well-formed. Then u =2 rp(r1; �). Sine [ŵ℄r1hanges only the �rst bound input with argument w in r1 (if any), it followsthat rp(r1; �) = rp([ŵ℄r1; �) = rp((ŵ)xw:yw:[ŵ℄r1). Now, sine y =2 �, weonlude that r is �-well-formed. 2



Proof of Lemma 7: We prove by indution on derivation of r 2 T (s; �) thatr is �-well-formed. The base ase � 2 T (�; �) is obvious. For the indution stepthere are four ases.1. s = (ŷ)xy:s0, r = (ŷ)xy:r0 and r0 2 T (s0; �). Suppose r = (ŷ)xy:r1:(v̂)uv:r2.Now s0 is �-well-formed, and by indution hypothesis r0 is �-well-formed.Then we have u =2 rp(r1; �) = rp((ŷ)xy:r1; �). Hene r is �-well-formed.2. s = x(y):s0, r = x(y):r0 and r0 2 T (s0; �[fyg). Suppose r = x(y):r1:(v̂)uv:r2.Now, s0 is � [ fyg-well-formed, and by indution hypothesis r0 is �-well-formed. Then we have u =2 rp(r1; � [ fyg) = rp(x(y):r1). Further, sine sis �-well-formed x =2 �. Hene r is �-well-formed.3. s = xy:s0, y 2 �, r = x(w):r0 for some w fresh and r0 2 T (r00; � [ fwg) forsome r00 2 s0[w=y℄. Now s0 is �-well-formed. Sine s is normal y =2 bn(s0).From this, and the fats that w is fresh and random substitution on traesdoes not hange output ations, we have r00 is �-well-formed. Moreover, sinew is fresh we also have r00 is � [ fwg-well-formed. By indution hypothesisr0 is � [ fwg-well-formed. Further, sine s is �-well-formed we have x =2 �.We onlude r is �-well-formed.4. s = xy:s0, y =2 �, r = x(w):r0 for some w fresh and r0 2 T (r00; �) for somer00 2 F (s0[w=y℄; w; y). Now, s0 is �-well-formed, and by the argument inase 3 we have r00 is � [ fwg-well-formed. By Lemma 18, r0 is � [ fwg-well-formed. Further, sine s is �-well-formed we have x =2 �. We onlude r is�-well-formed. 2Lemma 19. (ŷ)xy:r � x(w):s implies r � sfy=wg.Proof: By indution on the derivation of (ŷ)xy:r � x(w):s. 2Lemma 20. r � s1:s2 implies r = r1:r2 for some r1 � s1.Proof: By indution on the derivation of r � s1:s2. 2From now on, we use the following notation. For two sets of traes R and S,we say R � S, if for every s 2 S there is r 2 R suh that r � s.Proof of Lemma 9: The statement of the lemma an be stated as: for a pre�xlosed set R of traes with bounded length, R � T (s; �) implies R � Tf (s; �).The proof is by indution on the length of s. The base ase is easy beauseT (�; �) = Tf (�; �) = f�g. For the indution step we have four ases, of whih weonly onsider the one whih is entral to the proof, namely where s = xy:s0 andy 62 �. The others are routine. We are done if we onstrut a pre�xed losed setR0 of traes with bounded length suh that R0 � T (s0; �) and xy:R0 � R. For,by indution hypothesis, R0 � T (s0; �) implies R0 � Tf (s0; �). Then, xy:R0 �xy:Tf (s0; �) = Tf (s; �), whih together with xy:R0 � R implies R � Tf (s; �).



Suppose t0 2 T (s0; �) and l is the bound on the length of traes in R. Now,let t00 = w(z1):y(z01) : : : w(zn):y(z0n) for some n > len(t0) + l. Now, for w fresh,x(w):t0:t00 2 T (xy:s0; �), beause s0 2 s0[w=y℄, s0:t00 2 F (s0; w; y) and t0:t00 2T (s0:t00; � [ fwg). Then, sine R � T (s; �), there exists r 2 R suh that r �x(w):t0:t00. It is easy to see by inspeting L1-L4 that r an only start with anoutput ation, that is r = (ẑ)xz:r1 for some r1. By Lemma 19, r1 � (t0:t00)fz=wg.Furthermore, (t0:t00)fz=wg = t0:(t00fz=wg) beause w does not our in t0.Sine the number of outputs in t00 is greater than len(r1), some of them haveto be dropped, whih is only possible by an appliation of L3. Further, sinethe number of these outputs is also greater than len(t0) + len(r1), we onludethat some of these appliations of L3 must involve the inputs in t00. But, suhannihilation are possible only if z = y, whih implies r = xy:r1. Furthermore,sine r1 � t0:t00fy=wg, by Lemma 20 we have r1 = r0:r00 for some r0 � t0. Let R0be the pre�x losure of the set of all traes r0 thus obtained for eah t0 2 T (s0; �).By onstrution,R0 � T (s0; �). Furthermore, from r = xy:r0:r00 and pre�x losureof R, we have xy:R0 � R. Finally, sine the length of traes in R is bounded, sois the length of traes in R0. 2Lemma 21 (Boreale et al. [3℄). If P s=) then Pfz=yg sfz=yg=) . 2We say s1:xw:s2fw=yg �fw=yg s1:x(y):s2. If s3 is normal and s1 ��1 s2 ��2s3, then we say s1 ��1��2 s3, where�1 � �2 = 8<:�1(x) if �1(x) 6= x�2(x) if �2(x) 6= xx otherwiseNote that, normality of s3 implies that �1 � �2 is well-de�ned. The readermay hek the following simple lemma.Lemma 22. If s �� r then len(s) = len(r). Further, if s = s1:s2, r is normaland r = r1:r2 with len(r1) = len(s1), then there exist �1; �2 suh that s1 ��1 r1,s2 ��2 r2�1, and � = �1 � �2.Proof: By indution on the length of derivation of s �� r. 2Lemma 23. For a �nite proess P (with no repliation), if P s:(ẑ)yz=) Q andẑ \ fwg = ;, then there is P 0 2 P [w=y℄i suh that P 0 s:(ẑ)wz=) Q.Proof: By indution on the derivation of P s:(ẑ)yz=) Q. 2We de�ne random substitution on substitutions as follows�[w=y℄ = f�[u 7! v℄ j v 2 �(u)[w=y℄g



Lemma 24. For larity, in the following, we write P [w=y℄o for random outputsubstitution on proesses instead of P [w=y℄ (as in de�nition 5). Let y 2 �, s is�-well-formed, t 2 T (s; �), s �� t, P be a �nite proess, and P s=) Q. Then forevery P1 2 P [w=y℄o there is P 0 2 P1[w=y℄i, Q0 2 Q[w=y℄o, �0 2 �[w=y℄, suhthat P 0 s0=) Q0 and s0 ��0 t.Proof: Without loss of generality we may assume that s and t are �[fwg-normal.Let P1 2 P [w=y℄o. The proof is by indution on the length of omputationP s=) Q. The base ase is obvious. For the indution step, letP s1=) Q1 ��! QThere are two ases depending on �.{ � 6= � : Sine s1:� �� t, by Lemma 22, we have t = t1:�, and for some �1; �2suh that � = �1 � �2, s1 ��1 t1 and � ��2 ��1. By indution hypothesisthere exist P 0 2 P1[w=y℄i,Q01 2 Q1[w=y℄o, �01 2 �1[w=y℄, suh that P 0 s01=) Q01suh that s01 ��01 t1. There are two subases.� � = (v̂)uv: Sine s is �-well-formed and y 2 � we dedue u 6= y. We onlyonsider the ase where � = uy. The ase where v 6= y is simpler. Sine sis �-well-formed, by Lemma 7, so is t. The subjet of outputs in a �-well-formed template are not bound by previous bound outputs. Therefore,��1 = �. Therefore, sine uy ��2 ��1, we dedue � = u(v1) for some v1,and �2 = fy=v1g. Sine Q1 uy�!, by Lemma 16.2 we have Q01 uy0�! Q0 forsome Q0 2 Q[w=y℄o and y0 2 y[w=y℄. Let �0 = uy0, �02 = fy0=v1g, and�0 = �01 � �02. For the same reason as for ��1 = �, we have ��01 = �.Then we have �0 ��02 ��01. Then sine s1 ��01 t1, s01:�0 ��0 t1:�. Further�0 2 �[w=y℄. Now the lemma holds with P 0 s01:�0=) Q0.� � = (v̂)uv: We only onsider the ases where � is uy and (v̂)yv, y =2fu; vg. The ase where � is yy is similar to these two, and the asewhere � is uv for y 6= u; v is simple. Note that we have �2 is identity,and therefore � = �1 and � = ��1.� � = uy: From � = ��1 we dedue � = u1v1, �1(u1) = u, and�1(v1) = y. Let y0 = �01(v1). From �01 2 �1[w=y℄ it follows thaty0 2 fy; wg. From Lemmas 16.1 and 17 it follows Q01 uy0�! Q0 for someQ0 2 Q[w=y℄o. Then we have s01:uy0 ��01 t1:�, beause ��01 = uy0.The lemma holds with P 0 s01:uy0=) Q0.� � = (v̂)yv: From � = ��1 we dedue � = (v̂1)u1v1, �1(u1) = y,�1(v1) = v. By Lemma 16.1 we have Q01 (v̂)yv�! Q0 for some Q0 2Q[w=y℄o. Sine �01 2 �1[w=y℄, we have �01(u1) 2 fw; yg. There aretwo ases. If �01(u1) = y: Then we have s01:(v̂)yv ��01 t1:�, beause��01 = (v̂)yv. The lemma holds with P 0 s01:(v̂)yv=) Q0. On the otherhand, if �01(u1) = w, then by Lemma 23, there is P 00 2 P 0[w=y℄i suh



that P 00 s01:(v̂)wv=) Q0 (note that sine t is �[fwg-normal fwg\ v̂ = ;).Note that P 00 2 P1[w=y℄i. Then we have s01:(v̂)wv ��01 t1:�, beause��01 = (v̂)wv. The lemma holds with P 00 s01:(v̂)wv=) Q0.{ � = � : Then s1 = s, and s1 �� t. Then by indution hypothesis, thereexist P 0 2 P1[w=y℄i, Q01 2 Q1[w=y℄o, �0 2 �[w=y℄, suh that P 0 s0=) Q01 fors0 ��0 t. From Q1 ��! Q, by Lemma 16.3, we have two ases:� There is Q0 2 Q[w=y℄o suh that Q01 ��! Q0. The lemma follows triviallywith P 0 s0=) Q0.� We have Q � (�ẑ)R, w; y =2 ẑ, and there is R0 2 R[w=y℄o suh thatQ01 (ẑ)wz�! yz�! R0. Then applying Lemma 23 to P 0 s0:(ẑ)wz:yz=) R0 we have,there is P 00 2 P 0[w=y℄i suh that P 00 s0:(ẑ)wz:wz=) R0. But then P 00 s0=)(�ẑ)R0. Now, sine w; y =2 ẑ, we have (�ẑ)R0 2 Q[w=y℄o. The lemmaholds with P 00 s0=) (�ẑ)R0, beause P 00 2 P1[w=y℄i. 2We de�ne hŷis as follows.hŷis = 8>><>>:s if ŷ = ; or y 62 fn(s)s1:x(y):s2 if ŷ = fyg and there are s1; s2; x s.t.s = s1:xy:s2 and y 62 fn(s1) [ fxg? otherwiseProof of Lemma 10:1. First we prove P <�� Q implies (�x)P <���fxg (�x)Q. Suppose for an observerO suh that rp(O) \ (� � fxg) = ;, we have (�x)P jO ��=). Let z be fresh.Using Lemma 21, we have ((�x)P jO)fz=xg ��=). Sine x is not free in (�x)Pwe have (�x)P jOfz=xg ��=). Now x is not free in Ofz=xg, and so we have(�x)(P jOfz=xg) ��=). This implies P jOfz=xg ��=). But P <�� Q, and rp(O)\� = ;. Therefore, QjOfz=xg ��=). It follows that (�x)(QjOfz=xg) ��=). Andsine x is not free in Ofz=xg, we also have (�x)QjOfz=xg ��=). Sine z is notfree in O, we have Ofz=xgfx=zg = O. Therefore, using Lemma 21 again, wededue ((�x)QjOfz=xg)fx=zg ��=), i.e. (�x)QjO ��=) sine z is not free in(�x)Q.Now we prove rp(R) \ � = ; and P <�� Q imply P jR <�� QjR. Sup-pose for an observer O suh that rp(O) \ � = ;, we have (P jR)jO ��=).Then P j(RjO) ��=). Now, rp(RjO) \ � = ;. Then sine P <�� Q, we haveQj(RjO) ��=). This, in turn implies that (QjR)jO ��=) and the lemma follows.2. Let xyjP s=) where s is �-well-formed, and t 2 T (s; �). We have xwjP 2(xyjP )[w=y℄. Then by Lemma 24, it follows that there is P 0 2 P [w=y℄i suh



that xwjP 0 s0=) for some s0 � t. Now, (�w)(xwjP 0) hfwgis0=) , and hfwgis0 � t.Then it follows that (�w)(xwjPP 02P [w=y℄i P 0) hfwgis0=) . 2Lemma 25. Let y =2 � and y does not our free as the subjet of an input in s.Then, for every �-well-formed r suh that e(sfz=yg) r=) there is a �-well-formedotemplate r0 suh that e(s) r0=) and e(r0fz=yg) r=).Proof: Let e(sfz=yg) r=) for a �-well-formed r. Without loss of generality wean assume bn(s) \ fz; yg = ;, and s is �-normal. The proof is by indution onthe length of s. The base ase s = � is obvious. Let s = �:s1, then sfz=yg =�fz=yg:s1fz=yg. For the indution step there are two ases depending on �.1. � = (ŵ)xw : We only onsider the ase x = y, whih is entral to the proof;the ase x 6= y is simpler. Then �fz=yg = (ŵ0)zw0 where w0 = wfz=yg,and e(sfz=yg) = (�ŵ0)(zw0je(s1fz=yg)). We onsider the ase z 2 � whih ismore interesting; the ase z =2 � is similar. Sine z 2 � and r is �-well-formed,the message zw0 annot �re in e(sfz=yg) r=). So there are two possibilities.{ zw0 is onsumed internally. Then e(s1fz=yg) r1=) for some r1 = r2:zw0:r3suh that r = hŵ0i(r2:r3). Sine r is �-well-formed, we have r1 is (� [ŵ0)-well-formed. By indution hypothesis there is a (�[ ŵ0)-well-formedotemplate r01 suh that e(s1) r01=) and e(r01fz=yg) r1=). Now, e(s) r0=)where r0 = (ŵ)yw:r01. Note that r0 is a otemplate that is �-well-formedbeause y =2 �. Further, e(r0fz=yg) = (�ŵ0)(zw0je(r01fz=yg)). Therefore,e(r0fz=yg) r=).{ zw0 is not onsumed. Then e(s1fz=yg) r1=) for some r1 suh that r =hŵ0ir1. Sine r is �-well-formed, we have r1 is (� [ ŵ0)-well-formed.By indution hypothesis there is a (� [ ŵ0)-well-formed otemplate r01suh that e(s1) r01=) and e(r01fz=yg) r1=). Now, e(s) r0=) where r0 =hŵir01. Note that r0 is a �-well-formed otemplate. Further, e(r0fz=yg) =(�ŵ0)(e(r01fz=yg)). Therefore, e(r0fz=yg) r=).2. � = x(w): We only onsider the more interesting ase where x = y. Then�fz=yg = z(w) and e(sfz=yg) = z(w):e(s1fz=yg)). Then r = (v̂)zv:r1 forsome r1 suh that e(s1fz=ygfv=wg) r1=). Note that r1 is �-well-formed. Sines is owell-formed, so is sfz=yg, and therefore w does not our free as thesubjet of an input in s1fz=yg. Further, sine s is �-normal, w =2 �. Then,by indution hypothesis, e(s1fz=yg) r2=) for some �-well-formed otemplater2 suh that e(r2fv=wg) r1=). Now, applying the indution hypothesis againon s1fz=yg, we get e(s1) r3=) for some �-well-formed otemplate r3 suhthat e(r3fz=yg) r2=). Now, the reader an verify the following laim: forotemplates t1; t2; t3, if e(t1) t2=) and e(t2) t3=) then e(t1) t3=). Using thislaim and Lemma 21 we onlude e(r3fz=ygfv=wg) r1=). Now, e(s) r0=)



where r0 = y(w):r3. Sine r3 is �-well-formed otemplate, so is r0. Fur-ther, e(r0fz=yg) = z(w):e(r3fz=yg) (v̂)zv�! e(r3fz=ygfv=wg) r1=). Therefore,e(r0fz=yg) r=). 2Lemma 26. If P s=) and e(s) r=) then P r=).Proof: Following is a proof sketh. Sine we work modulo alpha equivalene ontraes, we assume bn(r) \ fn(P ) = ;. If s and s0 are alpha equivalent then soare e(s) and e(s0). Then, sine � equivalent proesses have the same transitions,we an assume s is normal. The proof is by indution on the length of theomputation e(s) r=). The base ase is trivial. For the indution step we anwrite e(s) ��! Q r1=);for some Q and r1. We have three ases based on �:{ � = (ŷ)xy: Then s = hŷi(s1:xy:s2) for some s1; s2 where s1 does not ontainany inputs, and Q = e(s1:s2). Further, sine P hŷi(s1:xy:s2)=) we an showP (ŷ)xy=) P1 s1:s2=) . Sine e(s1:s2) r1=), by indution hypothesis, P1 r1=). Thelemma follows from P (ŷ)xy:r1=) .{ � = (ŷ)xy: Then s = s1:x(u):s2 for some s1; s2 suh that x =2 bn(s1), ands1 ontains no inputs, and Q = e(s1:s2fy=ug). By normality of s, u =2 n(s1),and hene we an write Q = e((s1:s2)fy=ug)). Further, from P s1:x(u):s2=) ,u =2 n(s1), and x =2 bn(s1) we also have P x(u)=) P1 s1:s2=) . Further, sineŷ \ fn(P ) = ;, P (ŷ)xy=) P1fy=ug. Then by Lemma 21 we have P1 (s1:s2)fy=ug=) .By indution hypothesis P1fy=ug r1=), and the lemma follows from P (ŷ)xy:r1=) .{ � = � : Then we have e(s) (ŷ)xy:xy�! Q0, s = hŷi(s1:xy:s2:x(u):s3), s1 and s2ontain only outputs,Q0 = e(s1:s2:s3fy=ug), andQ = (�ŷ)Q0 = e(hŷi(s1:s2:s3fy=ug)).Sine P hŷi(s1:xy:s2:x(u):s3)=) , we have P hŷi(s1:xy:s2:xy:s3fy=ug)=) by Lemma 21.The omplementary input and output ations an be preponed so thatP =) P1 hŷi(s1:s2:s3fy=ug)=) . By indution hypothesis P1 r1=), and the lemmafollows. 2Lemma 27. Let r be ŷ-well-formed and ŷ-normal. Then (�ŷ)e(r) = e(r0), wherer0 = 8<:r1 if ŷ = fyg; r = r1:y(z):r2; and y =2 n(r1)r1:x(y):r2 if ŷ = fyg; r = r1:xy:r2; and y =2 n(r1)r otherwiseNote that the onditions on r imply that the three ases above are exhaustive.Further, (�ŷ)e(r) r0=).



Proof: That (�ŷ)e(r) r0=) is immediate. The proof of (�ŷ)e(r) = e(r0) is by astraightforward indution on the length of r. The idea is to push (�ŷ) inwardsas far as possible. To push aross a restrition, we an use I1, A3, A8 and A19,and the fat that (�x)0 = 0 whih an be derived using A2, A14, A19. To pushaross a message we an use A8, and to push aross an input we an use A11.If at any point, (�ŷ) annot be pushed further, either ase 2 of the de�nition ofr0 applies, or A11 an be used and ase 1 applies. If (�ŷ) an be pushed all theway in, we an use A3 and (�x)0 = 0, and ase 3 applies. 2Proof of Lemma 13: For onveniene, we write R(s; �) to denote the set of all�-well-formed owell-formed otemplate traes r suh that e(s) r=). The lemmaan be stated as: for every set of names �, e(s) v� Pr2R(s;�) e(r). We will beusing the following property in the proof, whih the reader an verify easily. Ife(s) r=) then len(r) � len(s).Without loss of generality, we an assume s is �-normal. The proof is byindution on the length of s. For the base ase, s = �, we have e(�) = 0, R(�; �) =f�g, and the lemma follows using A14 and I4. For the indution step we havethree ases:1. s = x(y):s1: By indution hypothesis we have e(s1) v� Pr02R(s1;�) e(r0).Clearly, for every r1 2 R(s1; �), fn(e(r1)) = fn(r1) � fn(s1) = fn(e(s1)).Therefore, we are done if we show that for all z 2 fn(s1), e(s1)fz=yg v�Pr02R(s1;�) e(r0)fz=yg, for then using the fat that x(y):R(s1; �) � R(s; �),and laws I2, A2, we onlude e(s) v� Pr2R(s;�) e(r).Now, e(s1)fz=yg = e(s1fz=yg). By indution hypothesis, e(s1fz=yg) v�Pr02R(s1fz=yg;�) e(r0). Sine s is owell-formed, y does not our free as thesubjet of an input in s1, and sine s is �-normal, y =2 �. Then, using Lemmas25 and 12, and laws I3, A1, and A2, we onlude Pr02R(s1fz=yg;�) e(r0) v�Pr02R(s1;�) e(r0)fz=yg. By transitivity ofv�, we have e(s1fz=yg) v� Pr02R(s1;�) e(r0)fz=yg.2. s = (ŷ)xy:s1: By indution hypothesis we have e(s1) v�[ŷ Pr02R(s1;�[ŷ) e(r0).From e(s) = (�ŷ)(xyje(s1)) and using I1, A12, and A7, we have e(s) v�Pr02R(s1;�[ŷ)(�ŷ)(xyje(r0)) =Pr02R(s1;�[ŷ) e((ŷ)xy:r0). If x 62 �, then (ŷ)xy:R(s1; �[ŷ) � R(s; �), and therefore using A2 we have e(s) v� Pr2R(s;�) e(r) as re-quired. For the ase x 2 �, we are done if we show for every (ŷ)xy:r1 2(ŷ)xy:R(s1; � [ ŷ) that e((ŷ)xy:r1) v� Pr02R((ŷ)xy:r1;�) e(r0). Following isthe reason. If e(s1) r1=), we have e(s) (ŷ)xy:r1=) . Then by Lemma 26, wehave R((ŷ)xy:r1; �) � R(s; �). Then using I3, A1, and A2, we onludee(s) v� Pr2R(s;�) e(r). To show e((ŷ)xy:r1) v� Pr02R((ŷ)xy:r1;�) e(r0), wehave two ases based on r1. Without loss of generality, we an assume r1 is� [ ŷ-normal.{ r1 = �. Then (ŷ)xy:r1 = (ŷ)xy, e((ŷ)xy) = (�ŷ)xy. Sine x 2 �,R((ŷ)xy; �) = f�g, and e(�) = 0. The result follows beause (�ŷ)(xy) v�P 0, whih an be derived using the example in Setion 4 and laws A14,A19, I1, I4.



{ r1 = u(w):r2: We only onsider the ase u = x, the other is simpler.Using A20, I1, A7, A11, we deduee((ŷ)xy:r1) = (�ŷ)(xyjx(w):e(r2)) v�Xx(w):e((ŷ)xy:r2)+ Xx(w):(�ŷ)e(r2) (1)+ X(�ŷ)e(r2fy=wg)We are done if we show that for eah summand Q in the RHS, Q v�Pr02T e(r0), for some set T of �-well-formed traes that Q exhibits. Thisis beause, it is lear from (1) that if Q r0=) then e((ŷ)xy:r1) r0=). There-fore T � R((ŷ)xy:r1; �), and by using I3, A1, and A2, we an onludee((ŷ)xy:r1) v� Xr02R((ŷ)xy:r1;�) e(r0)Now, we onsider eah summand separately.(a) x(w):e((ŷ)xy:r2): Sine e(s1) r1=), we have len(r1) � len(s1). Andsine len(r2) < len(r1) � len(s1) < len(s), we have len((ŷ)xy:r2) <len(s). Therefore, we an apply the indution hypothesis to onludee((ŷ)xy:r2) v� Xr02R((ŷ)xy:r2;�) e(r0)Now, for every r0 2 R((ŷ)xy:r2; �), fn(e(r0)) = fn(r0) � fn(e((ŷ)xy:r2)).Now, sine r1 is owell-formed, w does not our free as the subjetof an input in (ŷ)xy:r2. Further, sine r1 is � [ ŷ-normal, and henew =2 �. Then using arguments similar to that in ase 1, we deduethat for eah z 2 fn(e((ŷ)xy:r2)),e((ŷ)xy:r2)fz=wg v� Xr02R((ŷ)xy:r2;�) e(r0)fz=wgThen using I1 and A13 we getx(w):e((ŷ)xy:r2) v� Xr02R((ŷ)xy:r2;�)x(w):e(r0)Now, beause x(w):R((ŷ)xy:r2; �) � R(x(w):(ŷ)xy:r2; �), using A2,we have x(w):e((ŷ)xy:r2) v� Xr02R(x(w):(ŷ)xy:r2;�) e(r0)(b) x(w):(�ŷ)e(r2): Sine r1 is � [ ŷ-well-formed, it also ŷ-well-formed.Then by Lemma 27, (�ŷ)e(r2) = e(r0), where r0 is as de�ned in the



lemma and (�ŷ)e(r2) r0=). The reader an hek that r0 is �-well-formed. Now, fn(e(r0)) � fn((�ŷ)e(r2)). The reader an also hekthat, for z 2 fn((�ŷ)e(r2)), by Lemma 27,((�ŷ)e(r2))fz=wg = e(r0)fz=wg. Then by I2, I4 and A14,x(w):(�ŷ)e(r2) =� e(x(w):r0) =� X e(x(w):r0)Now, x(w):r0 is a �-well-formed trae, and sine (�ŷ)e(r2) r0=), wehavex(w):(�ŷ)e(r2) x(w):r0=)() (�ŷ)e(r2fy=wg): Sine len(r2) < len(s), by indution hypothesis andaxiom I1 we have(�ŷ)e(r2fy=wg) v� Xr002R(r2fy=wg;�[ŷ)(�ŷ)e(r00)Let r00 2 R(r2fy=wg; � [ ŷ). We have, r00 is also ŷ-well-formed.Then by Lemma 27, (�ŷ)e(r00) = e(r0), where r0 is as de�ned inthe lemma and (�ŷ)e(r00) r0=). The reader an hek r0 is �-well-formed. Further, sine e(r2fy=wg) r00=), using Lemma 26 we anshow (�ŷ)e(r2fy=wg) r0=). Let R be the set of all r0 that are ob-tained for eah r00 2 R(r2fy=wg; �[ ŷ). Then, using I3, I4, A1, A14and transitivity of v�, we onlude(�ŷ)e(r2fy=wg) v� Xr02R e(r0){ r1 = (v̂)uv:r2: Using axioms A4, A5, and A8, we deduee((ŷ)xy:r1) = e((ŷ)xy:(v̂)uv:r2) = e((v̂0)uv:(ŷ0)xy:r2) (2)where (sine r1 is � [ ŷ-normal)v̂0 = � ŷ if ŷ = fvgv̂ otherwise and ŷ0 = ŷ � v̂0By indution hypothesis, we havee((ŷ0)xy:r2) v�[v̂0 Xr02R((ŷ0)xy:r2;�[v̂0) e(r0)Then, using I1, A7 and A12 we deduee((v̂0)uv:(ŷ0)xy:r2) v� Xr02R((ŷ0)xy:r2;�[v̂0) e((v̂0)uv:r0) (3)



Now, u =2 �[ŷ, beause r1 2 R(s1; �[ŷ). Then for every r0 2 R((ŷ0)xy:r2; �[v̂0), (v̂0)uv:r0 is �-well-formed. Further, e((ŷ0)xy:r2) r0=) implies e((v̂0)uv:(ŷ0)xy:r2) (v̂0)uv:r0=) .Therefore,(v̂0)uv:R(ŷ0xy:r2; � [ v̂0) � R((v̂0)uv:(ŷ0)xy:r2; �) = R((ŷ)xy:(v̂)uv:r2; �)(4)Finally, from (2), (3) and (4), and using I4, A2 we obtaine((ŷ)xy:r1) v� Xr02R((ŷ)xy:r1;�) e(r0) 2Lemma 28. Let y =2 �, and s be a trae suh that y does not our free in inputations of s. Then for every t0 2 T (sfz=yg; �) there is a t 2 T (s; �) suh thattfz=yg � t0 using only L4.Proof: The proof is by indution on the length of s. Without loss of generality,we may assume bn(s) \ fz; yg = ;. The base ase s = � is obvious. For theindution step, there are three ases:1. s = (v̂)uv:s1: For t0 2 T (sfz=yg; �), we have t0 = (v̂0)u0v0:t01, where u0 =ufz=yg v0 = vfz=yg and t01 2 T (s1fz=yg; �). By indution hypothesis, thereis t1 2 T (s1; �) suh that t1fz=yg � t01 using only L4. But we have (v̂)uv:t1 2T ((v̂)uv:s1; �), and ((v̂)uv:t1)fz=yg = (v̂0)u0v0:t1fz=yg � (v̂0)u0v0:t01 = t0,using only L4.2. s = u(v):s1: For t0 2 T (sfz=yg; �) we have t0 = u0(v):t01, where u0 =ufz=yg and t01 2 T (s1fz=yg; � [ fvg). By indution hypothesis, there ist1 2 T (s1; � [ fvg) suh that t1fz=yg � t01 using only L4. But we haveu(v):t1 2 T (u(v):s1; �), and (u(v):t1)fz=yg = u0(v):t1fz=yg � u0(v):t01 = t0,using only L4.3. s = uv:s1: There are two subases.{ v = y: Then sfz=yg = u0z:s1fz=yg where u0 = ufz=yg. There are twomore subases:� z 2 �: For t0 2 T (sfz=yg; �) we have t0 = u0(w):t01, where w fresh,and t01 2 T (s2; � [ fwg) for some s2 2 s1fz=yg[w=z℄. Using the fatthat y annot our free in the input ations of s, we an showshow s2 = s3fz=yg for some s3 2 s1[w=z℄. Clearly, s3 does notontain free ourrenes of y in input ations. Then by indutionhypothesis, there is t1 2 T (s3; �[ fwg) suh that t1fz=yg � t01 usingonly L4. It is easy see that, sine w is fresh, t1fz=wg 2 T (s1; �).Then we have uy:t1fz=wg 2 T (s; �). Then (uy:t1fz=wg)fz=yg =u0z:t1fz=wgfz=yg= u0z:t1fz=ygfz=wg � u0(w):t1fz=yg � u0(w):t01 =t0, where the relation � is by L4.� z =2 �: For t0 2 T (sfz=yg; �) we have t0 = u0z:t01, where t01 2T (s1fz=yg; �). By indution hypothesis, there is t1 2 T (s1; �) suhthat t1fz=yg � t01 using only L4. But we have uy:t1 2 T (uy:s1; �),and (uy:t1)fz=yg = u0z:t1fz=yg � u0z:t01 = t0 using only L4.



{ v 6= y: Then sfz=yg = u0v:s1fz=yg where u0 = ufz=yg. There are twosubases.� v =2 �: Then for t0 2 T (sfz=yg; �) we have t0 = u0v:t01, where t01 2T (s1fz=yg; �). By indution hypothesis, there is t1 2 T (s1; �) suhthat t1fz=yg � t01 using only L4. But we have uv:t1 2 T (s; �), and(uv:t1)fz=yg = u0v:t1fz=yg � u0v:t01 = t0 using only L4.� v 2 �: Then for t0 2 T (sfz=yg; �) we have t0 = u0(w):t01, wherew fresh, t01 2 T (s2; � [ fwg) for some s2 2 s1fz=yg[w=v℄. Usingthe fat that y ours free only in output ations of s1, we anshow s2 = s3fz=yg for some s3 2 s1[w=v℄. Clearly, y does not ourfree in input ations of s3. Then by indution hypothesis, there ist1 2 T (s3; �[fwg) suh that t1fz=yg � t01 using only L4. But we haveu(w):t1 2 T (s; �), (u(w):t1)fz=yg = u0(w):t1fz=yg � u0(w):t01 = t0,using only L4. 2Proof of Lemma 14: The proof is by indution on the length of s. Withoutloss of generality we may assume s is �-normal. The base ase follows from0 vPt2f�g 0 whih holds by A14. For the indution step we have three ases:1. s = xy:s0: Then e(s) = xyje(s0). There are two subases:(a) y =2 �: From indution hypothesis we havee(s0) v� Xt02T (s0;�) e(t0)Using laws I1 and A12 in that order we getxyje(s0) v� xyj Xt02T (s0;�) e(t0) =� Xt02T (s0;�)xyje(t0) = Xt02T (s0;�) e(xy:t0) = Xt2T (s;�) e(t)(b) y 2 �: It is easy to hek that for w fresh, every s00 2 s0[w=y℄ is aowell-formed otemplate. Further, len(s00) = len(s0). Hene by indu-tion hypothesis, we havee(s00) v� Xt02T (s00;�) e(t0)Then, by I3 Xs002s0[w=y℄ e(s00) v� Xt02T (s0[w=y℄;�) e(t0) (5)Now, sine y 2 �, by law A21 we havee(s) = xyje(s0) v� (�w)(xwj XP2e(s0)[w=y℄i P )



The reader may hek that for any P 2 e(s0)[w=y℄i, P = e(s00) for somes00 2 s0[w=y℄ and vie versa . Using this we gete(s) v� (�w)(xwj Xs002s0[w=y℄ e(s00))Now using 5, laws I1 and I3, we havee(s) v� (�w)(xwj Xt02T (s0[w=y℄;�) e(t0))Now, using laws A7 and A12, we gete(s) v� Xt02T (s0[w=y℄;�) e(x(w):t0) = Xt2T (s;�) e(t)2. s = x(y):s0: Then e(s) = (�y)(xyje(s0)). By indution hypothesis, we havee(s0) v�[fyg Xt02T (s0;�[fyg) e(t0)Sine s is �-normal, we have y =2 �. Using this and law I1, we gete(s) v� (�y)(xyj Xt02T (s0;�[fyg) e(t0))Now, using laws A7 and A12, we gete(s) v� Xt02T (s0;�[fyg) e(x(y):t0) = Xt2T (s;�) e(t)3. s = x(y):s0: Then e(s) = x(y):e(s0). We are done if we showe(s0)fz=yg v� 0� Xt02T (s0;�) e(t0)1A fz=yg (6)for every z 2 fn(e(s0)), beause then by laws I2, A13 and I4 we havee(s) v� x(y): Xt02T (s0;�) e(t0) =� Xt02T (s0;�)x(y):e(t0) = Xt02T (s0;�) e(x(y):t0) = Xt2T (s;�) e(t)Now we prove 6. By applying the indution hypothesis to s0fz=yg, we havee(s0)fz=yg = e(s0fz=yg) v� Xt002T (s0fz=yg;�) e(t00)Sine0� Xt02T (s0;�) e(t0)1A fz=yg = Xt02T (s0;�) e(t0)fz=yg = Xt02T (s0;�) e(t0fz=yg)



So, we are done if we showXt002T (s0fz=yg;�) e(t00) v� Xt02T (s0;�) e(t0fz=yg)Sine s is �-normal, y =2 �. Further, sine s is a owell-formed otemplate, yannot our free in the input ations of s0. Then by Lemma 28, for everyt00 2 T (s0fz=yg; �) there is a t0 2 T (s0; �) suh that t0fz=yg � t00. Then byLemma 12.2 we have e(t00) <� e(t0fz=yg), and 6 follows from laws I3, I4, A1and A2. 2


